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Five pressing questions as Carolina Hurricanes begin NHL preseason training camp 

By Chip Alexander 

Jordan Staal of the Carolina Hurricanes will be taking the ice 
Thursday to begin his 17th NHL preseason training camp. 

The first was in 2006 and Staal a rookie with the Pittsburgh 
Penguins after being the No. 2 pick of the 2006 NHL Draft. 
His oldest brother, Eric, was with the Hurricanes, who were 
making plans to raise a banner celebrating their 2006 
Stanley Cup championship. 

All these years later, Jordan Staal is the captain of the 
Hurricanes. They go into the 2022-23 season believing they 
can be good enough to put up another banner, raise the Cup 
again. 

Like all camps, there are questions to be answered and 
some tough roster moves to be made. A year ago, rookie 
forward Seth Jarvis made the team out of camp, proving 
himself, going from junior hockey to the NHL. Now, it’s a new 
year and he has a new goal. 

“I’m trying to reach new levels and really assert myself as 
someone to look out for in the league,” Jarvis said recently. 

The Canes will have 53 players — all looking to assert 
themselves — to begin camp when the first on-ice session 
begins Thursday at 9 a.m. 

Here are five pressing training-camp questions: 

Who’s the second-line center? 

An easy answer is Jesperi Kotkaniemi. But that might be too 
easy. 

The Canes grabbed the Finn away from Montreal last year 
with an offer sheet worth $6.1 million, then signed him to an 
eight-year extension paying $4.82 million a year. That’s a big 
investment and his role could be much bigger this season. 

Is he ready? He had 12 goals and 29 points in 66 games last 
season, often centering the fourth line. His shooting 
percentage, 14.8%, was the best in his four years in the 
league. 

Somebody has to replace Vincent Trocheck, who left in free 
agency to sign with the New York Rangers. The Canes 
signed Paul Stastny as a free agent. That might have gotten 
Kotkaniemi’s attention. 

Who’s the third D pair? 

This should produce the best competition in camp. The top 
four defensive slots are filled: Jaccob Slavin, Brent Burns, 
Brady Skjei and Brett Pesce. But the fifth and sixth D … 

Despite the offseason social-media buzz about the Canes 
possibly parting with Ethan Bear, he’s back. Covid-19 and 

conditioning were setbacks last season but Bear appears 
ready and also can quarterback a power play unit. 

Jalen Chatfield played well when called up last year from 
Chicago, showing toughness. Dylan Coghlan came in the 
trade with Vegas that brought in forward Max Pacioretty. The 
Canes also signed Calvin de Haan, a member of the 2018-
19 team that ended Carolina’s playoff drought, and there are 
others in the mix. 

Gentlemen, start your engines Let the competition begin. 

Who replaces Nino? 

There was one constant on Rod Brind’Amour’s lineup sheet 
last season — 21-11-71. That was the line of Nino 
Niederreiter, Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast and it would be 
the Canes’ most consistent. 

Niederreiter, who left in free agency to sign with Nashville, 
had 24 goals last season, one shy of his career high. His 
physical presence, especially on a line with Staal, helped 
shut down a lot of the league’s best lines — ask the Bruins. 

Stastny can play the wing and may wind up in Niederreiter’s 
spot. Or Ondrej Kase, another free-agent signing. 

Will a rookie make the team? 

The prevailing thought is that Jack Drury is ready to make 
the jump from the AHL to the NHL this season, and he could 
emerge as the fourth-line center. 

Drury, a 2018 second-round draft pick by Carolina, spent two 
years at Harvard and a season in Sweden. He made a 
dream debut with the Canes last season: two games, scoring 
a goal in each. He then played a key role in the Chicago 
Wolves making their run to the Calder Cup championship, 
with nine goals and 24 points in 18 playoff games. 

Who might be the surprise in camp? 

Brock Sheahan, who coached the Canes team in the NHL 
prospect showcase, said Jamieson Rees and Vasily 
Ponomarev were two players who stood out over the three 
games. Both now have another chance to shine in the big 
camp. 

Rees is a crash-and-banger who could make his case for 
replacing Steven Lorentz — traded to San Jose — as a 
fourth-line winger with energy and grit. Ponomarev, a 
second-round draft pick in 2020, is a playmaker whose 
combination of speed and skill could make things interesting 
in camp. 

“I think Vasily is a big-time player,” said Sheahan, who will 
coach the Wolves this season. “He’s got a lot of really good 
to his game.”
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Category 5: Prospect Showcase and Hurricanes preseason primer 

By Cory Lavalette 

RALEIGH — As quickly as the four-day NHL Prospect 
Showcase ended the start of training camp is upon us. 

The Hurricanes hosted the Panthers, Predators and 
Lightning for a three-game round-robin tournament at both 
Invisalign Arena and PNC Arena, showcasing many of the 
top prospects each team has to offer. 

And while there weren’t any breakout stars like Seth Jarvis at 
last year’s tournament, some players did turn heads and put 
themselves in a good position as players hit the ice on 
Thursday. 

1. The Hurricanes forwards that were expected to be the 
prospect team’s best were just that. That started with team 
captain Jamieson Rees. 

Rees had a two-goal, one-assist game in the finale against 
the Lightning, and he was in the middle of seemingly every 
scrum in Carolina’s three games. The Hurricanes went 2-1. 

His assist on Monday, a centering pass from below the goal 
line to Justin Robidas, came after he caught an elbow up to 
the face. Rather than retaliate, he set up the goal. 

“They’re gonna do whatever they can,” Rees said of the play. 
“It’s not gonna stop me or it’s just going to help me, piss me 
off a little bit.” 

While Rees is listed at just 5-foot-10, 182 pounds, he had no 
problem dishing it out as well. He was the Hurricanes’ most 
physical player during the tournament and even had a fight. 
And like they say about picking the biggest guy in the prison 
yard to make sure everyone knows you mean business, 
Rees did that by scrapping with 6-foot-7, 232-pound 
Nashville center Jachym Kondelik. 

“Games 2 and 3 for him were really, really good,” Brock 
Sheahan, the new Chicago Wolves coach who ran the bench 
for Carolina during the tournament, said of Rees. “And not 
just the stat line, but his play off the puck was much better 
than day one. … That’s kind of what we expected. I thought 
he was pretty dominant.” 

2. Two other players who raised eyebrows were Vasily 
Ponomarev and Alexander Pashin. 

Ponomarev did it with his overall play throughout the 
tournament. 

“I think Vasily is a big-time player,” Sheahan said. “I thought 
he was very, very consistent. And he’s got a lot of ‘really 
good’ to his game.” 

Pashin, meanwhile, did it with one spectacular play, 
mimicking countryman Andrei Svechnikov with a lacrosse 
goal in the win against Tampa Bay. 

Pashin set up behind the Lightning net and first tried to pass 
to Rees in front. The puck came back to Pashin, and he had 
plenty of time to think things over. He scooped the puck and 
threw it in over the right shoulder of Lightning goalie Hugo 
Alnefelt. 

“I didn’t know he had it in the (tool) bag,” said Rees of 
Passion’s lacrosse goal. “He made the first pass to me and 
then I obviously knew after that he wanted it the first time. 
But he gave it to me and he got it back, and it honestly 
looked like there was no room and I saw it come out the 
other side. I was like, ‘Wow.’” 

“He had a lot of time,” Sheahan said. “It was amazing. I’m 
not surprised, just the two days of practice seeing his skill 
set.” 

It wasn’t Sheahan’s first time watching a lacrosse goal from 
the bench. On Jan. 2 while coaching the USHL’s Chicago 
Steel, Sheahan got an up-close look at another when Adam 
Fantilli, one of the top prospects in next year’s draft, pulled it 
off. 

“With kids today, like the amount of skill these guys have, it’s 
not that surprising. … You’ve got to have the confidence to 
do it. ” Sheahan said. 

I saw Hurricanes goalie coach Paul Schonfelder after the 
goal and asked him if there’s anything he teaches his goalies 
to try and defend lacrosse moves. He said, “All you can do is 
get your head there,” adding that it’s unnatural to have to do 
that. 

So we can expect, much to John Tortorella’s dismay, more of 
them in the future. 

My All-Showcase team (perhaps not the six best players, but 
representing all four teams): 

Goalie: Yaroslav Askarov, Nashville 
Defense: Santtu Kinnunen, Florida; Declan Carlile, Tampa 
Bay 
Forward: Egor Afanasyev, Nashville; Vasily Ponomarev, 
Carolina; Jamieson Rees, Carolina 

3. Sheahan was happy with how things came together during 
the tournament after a rough opening game against the 
Panthers. 

“We’ve talked about getting better from start to finish, and I 
thought our start was really good in this game,” Sheahan 
said after the win. “Just more and more of our game and how 
we wanted to play, we saw it as we went on.” 
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A couple of people in the Hurricanes organization told me it’s 
not only difficult to have unfamiliar players thrown together 
for a tournament like this, but the team is also trying to give 
them their first taste of how Carolina wants to play. 

That means up-tempo and aggressive, and that’s not easy 
for players coming from Europe or juniors who aren’t used to 
that mindset. 

Rees, one of the few players familiar with the team’s 
preferred style, said Sheahan has made it easier. 

“He’s been really detailed,” Rees said, “and I think that’s why 
we’re able to kind of pick up on it so fast. Every time you got 
to the bench, he’s got something that he’ll say and don’t take 
it the wrong way because all it’s going to do is help you get 
better.” 

Sheahan has big shoes to fill. Carolina’s AHL team has won 
the last two awarded Calder Cups, with the Charlotte 
Checkers winning in 2019 and the Chicago Wolves bringing 
home the title last year. He replaces Ryan Warsofsky, who 
landed an assistant coach spot on new Sharks coach David 
Quinn’s staff. 

4. Defenseman Jake Gardiner wasn’t listed on the training 
camp roster, and it looks like the veteran is again headed to 
long-term injured reserve. Gardiner missed all of last season 
after ongoing back and hip surgeries, but Hurricanes GM 
Don Waddell said in June that the now-32-year-old 
defenseman was cleared to play and would be in camp. 

That’s not happening. 

Gardiner has one year left on the four-year contract he 
signed with Carolina in September 2019 and will earn $4.45 
million and cost $4.05 million against the salary cap. 

The NHL’s salary cap for the 2022-23 season is $82.5 
million, and if the Hurricanes moved Gardiner to LTIR before 
the season they would try to get as close to $86.55 million as 
possible at the start of the season. 

So much like last year when Jack Drury and Eetu Makiniemi 
were on the opening roster for a moment so the team could 
maximize its LTIR cap space before sending them to AHL 
Chicago, Carolina will do everything in its power to get as 
close to $86.55 million when rosters are due. 

5. With Gardiner out of the picture, the situation clears up on 
defense. 

Kind of. 

The top four, barring injury, are locked in. Jaccob Slavin, 
Brent Burns, Brett Pesce and Brady Skjei will log the most 
minutes, and there will be a battle for ice time after that. 

Ethan Bear, Dylan Coghlan and Jalen Chatfield are all right-
handed options, while William Lagesson and Max Lajoie 
could fill a spot on the left. 

There’s also Calvin de Haan, who played the 2018-19 
season with Carolina before being traded to Chicago. He’s 
on a PTO and will need to earn an NHL contract. 

Max Pacioretty is injured — it’s unlikely he’d be placed on 
LTIR since he’s estimated to be back in February — and 
there are spots to be won at forward. Drury will have an 
inside track, and veteran Stefan Noesen — who led the AHL 
in goals last year with 48 — can be reliable up and down the 
lineup. 

And Rod Brind’Amour has always rewarded players who 
impress him in the preseason. The coach will have less than 
three weeks to figure it out before the Oct. 12 opener against 
the Blue Jackets in Raleigh.
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Need To Know: 2022 Canes Training Camp 

A complete overview of what transpired during the team's 
16-week offseason and what questions remain as on-ice 
activities begin 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The hockey new year is here. 

For some it feels like it was just yesterday that the 2021-22 
run came to an end. For others, Memorial Day feels like it 
was a lot longer than 114 days ago. 

How did we get here? 

If you're feeling like you might have missed anything in terms 
of player personnel, a good place to start would be the 
team's official offseason player tracker. 

From the moment last season ended it was known that the 
team faced some challenges in free agency. Vincent 
Trocheck, Nino Niederreiter and Tony DeAngelo all needed 
new deals after quality seasons and the team was already 
tight to the salary cap. 

Now, none of the three will be in Canes sweaters this 
upcoming season and yet the consensus is that the team's 
trajectory did not drastically sink. In fact, it may be better. 

How? 

On July 13, the first day of free agency, the organization 
made some major moves - and not solely by way of signing 
players in need of a new home. 

While the team did bring aboard forward Ondrej Kase, they 
also landed six-time All-Star Brent Burns from San Jose, 
seemingly immediately filling their void atop the right side of 
their blue line. Hours later Don Waddell and crew shocked 
the fan base by then assisting the Vegas Golden Knights 
with their salary cup constraints, receiving Max Pacioretty 
and Dylan Coghlan for ... essentially nothing. 

In August restricted free agents Ethan Bear and Martin 
Necas both reached agreements with the team, concluding 
the big business moves that needed to be handled before 
the 2022-23 campaign. Then, to put a bow on the summer 
month transactions, the team brought in Paul Stastny - a 
versatile addition to their already strong forward group. 

So, what's left to be answered as we embark on the final 
stretch leading up to the October 12 season opener. 

Deciding The Defense 

When the 37-year-old Burns was acquired this summer Rod 
Brind'Amour and Don Waddell both said that the ideology 
was to slot him alongside Jaccob Slavin on the team's top 
pair. Given that when Brady Skjei and Brett Pesce were both 

healthy last year they played every game together, it would 
seem logical to have Slavin and Burns logging top pair 
minutes as opposed to having those four split among three 
pairs. 

As we all know though, plans change and there is certainly a 
shot that that listed top four does not come to fruition. 

Regardless of if it does or not, the team will need three more 
defensemen to round out their group. They'll most likely get 
there by choosing from the following, if they intend to carry 
the maximum 23 players (listed alphabetically): 

 Ethan Bear 

 Jalen Chatfield 

 Dylan Coghlan 

 Calvin de Haan 

 Gregori Dronov 

 William Lagesson 

 Maxime Lajoie 

Talk about options. 

Let's get into the logistics before we talk about skill set. 

Both Calvin de Haan and Gregori Dronov are joining the 
team on PTOs (professional tryouts) for camp. 

What's a PTO? 

A professional tryout (PTO) is an agreement between a team 
and a player that can last for as long as 25 games, but can 
be terminated at any time. For de Haan, it's an opportunity to 
earn another NHL contract after playing the last three years 
in Chicago. For Dronov, it's his first shot at earning a North 
American contract following parts of six seasons in his native 
Russia. 

Why does the team have two PTO players if there are five 
other options to potentially round out the defensive group? 

What de Haan and Dronov both bring to the table, in addition 
to their skills, is their left-handedness. 

Of the above batch, Bear, Coghlan and Chatfield, all of 
whom have NHL experience, are all right-handed. 

Does handedness really matter? 

Yes and no. 

While it would not be completely unheard of for the team to 
have two right-handed shots paired together and then have 
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the seventh defenseman also be right-handed, the most 
common pairing is to have a left-handed shot working with a 
right-handed shot - a la Slavin and Burns, Skjei and Pesce. 

What about Lajoie and Lagesson? 

Both are left-handed and will have the opportunity to make 
the team, but both are also on two-way contracts and are 
eligible to be assigned to the Chicago Wolves (AHL). 

Jake Gardiner? 

Although he was cleared to return to playing earlier this 
summer after missing the entirety of the 2021-22 season due 
to injury, he is not expected to be with the team in training 
camp - thus, not an option at this time. 

Finalizing The Forwards 

Along similar lines, the team will start the camp with 30 
forwards. Again, if the team intends to carry the maximum 23 
players, they'll eventually have to cut that to 14 - four lines of 
three, plus two extras. 

In alphabetical order, the below 11 are largely expected to be 
among those 14: 

 Sebastian Aho 

 Jesper Fast 

 Seth Jarvis 

 Ondrej Kase 

 Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

 Jordan Martinook 

 Martin Necas 

 Jordan Staal 

 Paul Stastny 

 Andrei Svechnikov 

 Teuvo Teravainen 

Who could round out those last three spots? 

 Jack Drury 

 Ryan Dzingel 

 Stefan Noesen 

 Lane Pederson 

 Derek Stepan 

 Malte Stromwall 

A couple of Wolves potentially making the jump? 

The case to be built for both Drury and Noesen begins with 
asking if either have anything left to prove at the American 
Hockey League level. Drury, who is just 22, was dynamite for 
Chicago (AHL) during the regular season but then played at 
a new level during the postseason. Producing 24 points in 18 
playoff games on the way to a championship, one would 

have to think that the next, natural step in progression for his 
career would be an opportunity to have an every night NHL 
spot. Him scoring two goals in two games last December for 
Carolina doesn't hurt, either. 

For Noesen, his 48 goals for the Wolves were the most by 
any AHL skater since the 2009-10 season. Since being an 
every night player for the New Jersey Devils during the 2017-
18 campaign his career hasn't had a ton of stability, going 
through waivers several times and playing for Pittsburgh, 
San Jose and Toronto. 

Lane Pederson? 

Speaking of the American League, could Lane Pederson be 
another player that earns a full-time NHL gig? 

Acquired from San Jose with Burns in mid-July, the right-
handed winger is looking to translate his success in the top 
developmental league to the big club. 

Over the last four seasons, split between Arizona and San 
Jose, the undrafted 25-year-old totaled 116 points in 142 
AHL games. Last year he played a career-high 29 NHL 
games with the struggling Sharks. 

Return of the Zing? 

Another player that spent time with the Sharks last year and 
is now vying for a forward role in Raleigh is Ryan Dzingel. 

After playing 75 games with the franchise from 2019-2021, 
the 30-year-old was dealt to Ottawa in exchange for Alex 
Galchenyuk and Cedric Paquette. Over the last 19 months 
Dzingel has since completed tenures with the Senators, 
Sharks and Coyotes, before electing to re-sign with Carolina 
this summer. 

Room For Step? 

A 2021-22 fan favorite, Derek Stepan is hoping that the team 
has a place for him in 2022-23. 

Bringing a veteran presence and an understanding that his 
position may be different from anything he'd experienced in 
his career thus far, Stepan played in just 58 games under 
Rod Brind'Amour last year. A natural center, the 32-year-old 
worked on the wing as well, given that the team's roster 
included Sebastian Aho, Vincent Trocheck, Jordan Staal and 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi ahead of him down the middle. Although 
Trocheck has moved on, the potential emergence of Jack 
Drury and the signing of Paul Stastny both present hurdles 
for Step to get playing time. 

However, he does have familiarity with the team's systems 
and Brind'Amour last year said that he handled his situation 
of being in and out of the lineup irregularly "better than 
anyone he has ever seen". He'll start camp on a PTO with 
hopes of that turning into a standard player contract. 

A Dark Horse? 

Another player coming to camp on a two-way contract is 
Malte Stromwall, who comes returns to North America for the 
first time since 2017. 

What makes him an interesting player to watch is that he had 
nearly a point-per-game in the Kontinental Hockey League 
(KHL) last season on a very okay Dinamo Minsk team. 
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Scoring 19 times in 38 games, does the Swede have what it 
takes to translate that goal-scoring ability to smaller ice? 

Pacioretty? 

Not listed above is superstar Max Pacioretty, who is 
expected to be sidelined with an Achilles tear until about the 
All-Star break. 

In The Crease 

The last line of defense for the Canes is the position group 
with what should be the least amount of questions going into 
the season - at least in terms of who the personnel will be. 
Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta were the best one-two 
punch in the league last year, winning the Jennings Trophy 
for the lowest combined goals against average (GAA). 

What some will undoubtedly be wondering though is can 
they stay healthy? 

Andersen's first campaign as a Cane came to a close on 
Saturday, April 16 against the Colorado Avalanche, where it 
was later revealed he tore his MCL. He got close, but 
ultimately did not play again at any point in the next six 
weeks. 

His counterpart, Antti Raanta, carried the load admirably the 
rest of the way before he too went down with injury. An MCL 
sprain in Game 7 against New York spoiled the first 6-8 
weeks of his summer, but he, like Andersen, are both 
projected to be at 100% for Thursday's first day of on-ice 
activies. 

A shining light that came of the two going down was the first 
glimpse at star prospect Pyotr Kochetkov. A truly incredibly 
calendar year for the team's 2019 second round pick began 
in July of 2021 with KHL Training Camp. His campaign with 
Torpedo Nizhny Novgorod lasted until February when the 
league abruptly decided to cancel the remainder of their 
regular season schedule. With his club on the outside 
looking in, the organization then got Kochetkov to North 
America, where he'd immediately catch eyes by going 13-1-1 
in his first 15 AHL appearances. Then he went 3-0-0 in his 
first three NHL games after Andersen and Raanta made their 
way to the shelf. 

While his impressive numbers left many Canes fans wanting 
to see more of him, the most likely scenario is that he spends 
another year in Chicago acclimating to North American ice. 
Should one of the two aforementioned options go down 
though, many know they can have full trust in the 23-year-
old.
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Super 16: Avalanche start preseason No. 1, East teams dominate top five 

Flames, Oilers best in West behind defending Cup champs 

Training camps opened across the NHL this week, which 
makes it the perfect time for the first NHL.com Super 16 
power rankings of the season. 

A new wrinkle to the power rankings will see the 13 NHL.com 
and LNH.com staff members who decide where each team is 
ranked offer their thoughts on why they voted the way they 
did. 

Each of the 13 members submitted their version of the Super 
16, with the team that is selected first given 16 points, 
second gets 15, third 14, and so on down to No. 16. 

With little surprise, the Colorado Avalanche are first and the 
Tampa Bay Lightning are second in the preseason Super 16. 
The Avalanche won the Stanley Cup last season and return 
as a favorite to repeat this season. 

Colorado defeated the Lightning in six games in the Stanley 
Cup Final, ending Tampa Bay's dream of a third straight 
Stanley Cup title. 

Four of the top five teams and five of the top eight are from 
the Eastern Conference. There is some trepidation about 
where to put the Boston Bruins and Washington Capitals, 
perennial contenders who have key players dealing with 
injuries and age to start the season. 

Here is the preseason edition of the Super 16, with thoughts 
from the staff members whose individual rankings are below: 

1. COLORADO AVALANCHE 

Total points: 207 

"There is no reason to bump the defending champions from 
No. 1 entering the season, especially with center Nathan 
MacKinnon in his prime and defenseman Cale Makar still 
entering his prime. They still have the core and much of the 
depth that made them a championship team." -- Nicholas J. 
Cotsonika, columnist 

2. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING 

Total points: 188 

"Andrei Vasilevskiy, Victor Hedman, Steven Stamkos, Nikita 
Kucherov, Brayden Point, Anthony Cirelli, Mikhail Sergachev 
and Jon Cooper. Are those seven players and the coach 
enough of a reason for me to rank the Lightning No. 2 in our 
preseason Super 16? Some might argue it's not. Well, let's 
add in all the impressive depth players like forwards Alex 
Killorn, Nicholas Paul, Brandon Hagel, Pat Maroon, Ross 
Colton and Corey Perry, and defensemen Erik Cernak and 

Ian Cole. Pedigree. Experience. The Lightning still have it all. 
They're still in the dynasty window. They're No. 2 behind 
Colorado." -- Dan Rosen, senior writer 

3. CAROLINA HURRICANES 

Total points: 169 

"I love the idea of adding a motivated defenseman in Brent 
Burns to a team that was one game away from the Eastern 
Conference Final last season without its starting goaltender, 
Frederik Andersen. Though the Hurricanes lost center 
Vincent Trocheck in free agency and will be without newly 
acquired forward Max Pacioretty until February because of 
an Achilles tendon injury, they're a team that has experience 
and urgency and a very good coach in Rod Brind'Amour. 
They're not quite as good as my No. 1, the Avalanche, but 
they're going to be a threat, which is why I have them at No. 
2." -- Amalie Benjamin, staff writer 

4. FLORIDA PANTHERS 

Total points: 161 

"The Panthers traded forward Jonathan Huberdeau to the 
Calgary Flames after he finished tied for second in the NHL 
in points (115) with former Flames forward Johnny 
Gaudreau. But I love the addition of forward Matthew 
Tkachuk, who they acquired in that trade and who had a 
career-high 104 points last season. The Panthers need to 
show me they can go farther in the Stanley Cup Playoffs, but 
I have them ranked No. 3. They have plenty of scoring 
options, more grit with Tkachuk, and if goalie Sergei 
Bobrovsky can put together another strong season, the 
Panthers will be tough to beat." -- Tracey Myers, staff writer 

5. NEW YORK RANGERS 

Total points: 152 

"The Rangers seem primed to take another step after 
reaching the Eastern Conference Final last season, which is 
why I ranked them No. 2. Trocheck will prove to be a solid 
pickup; he is an effective two-way center who has scored at 
least 20 goals four times, so he should fit in nicely behind 
first-line center Mika Zibanejad. New York also just happens 
to have arguably the best goalie in the NHL in Igor 
Shesterkin, who has the ability to start 60 games and should 
build on his Vezina Trophy-winning season." -- Brian 
Compton, managing editor 

6. CALGARY FLAMES 

Total points: 136 
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"The Flames may have lost two 100-point scorers in 
Gaudreau and Tkachuk, but they traded for one of the top 
scorers in the NHL last season in Huberdeau and signed one 
of the top free agent forwards in center Nazem Kadri, fresh 
off winning the Stanley Cup. They also added defenseman 
MacKenzie Weegar and still have Jacob Markstrom, runner-
up for the Vezina Trophy as best goalie in the NHL last 
season. Calgary should be right there again this season as 
one of the top teams in the West, which is why I ranked them 
No. 4." -- David Satriano, staff writer 

7. EDMONTON OILERS 

Total points: 135 

"The Oilers didn't lose to the Avalanche in the Western 
Conference Final only because of mediocre goaltending, but 
it certainly contributed to them getting swept. They made a 
major upgrade at that position, signing Jack Campbell to a 
five-year contract. With center Connor McDavid, who will no 
doubt hunt for his fifth Art Ross Trophy, and center Leon 
Draisaitl, who scored an NHL career-high 55 goals last 
season, Edmonton again should dominate on the power play 
(third last season at 26.0 percent). To me, the Oilers are 
frontrunners for the Pacific Division title, which explains why I 
ranked them second among Western Conference teams and 
No. 5 overall." -- Paul Strizhevsky, staff writer 

8. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS 

Total points: 126 

"There's a lot to like about the Maple Leafs, which is why I 
put them at No. 3, higher than the rest of my colleagues. For 
starters, they return the best goal-scorer in the NHL and the 
reigning most valuable player in center Auston Matthews (60 
goals, 106 points). Defensively, coach Sheldon Keefe helped 
improve the unit in 2021-22, when Toronto allowed the ninth-
fewest shots on goal per game in the League (30.6). 
Additionally, defenseman Morgan Rielly (21 power-play 
assists) helped lead a power play that finished first in the 
NHL at 27.3 percent." -- Mike G. Morreale, staff writer 

9. ST. LOUIS BLUES 

Total points: 105 

"Even with the departure of forward David Perron, who 
signed with the Detroit Red Wings, the Blues return eight 
players who scored at least 20 goals last season, a reflection 
of their depth. Whether they go up or down in these rankings 
likely will be contingent on the play of goalie Jordan 
Binnington. For now I have them at No. 9, which is exactly 
where they ended up in the NHL standings last season." -- 
Mike Zeisberger, staff writer 

10. MINNESOTA WILD 

Total points: 92 

"I have the Wild at No. 8. They lost to the Blues in the 
Western Conference First Round last season, so it might be 
forgotten that they finished fifth in the NHL with 113 points 
(53-22-7). Losing forward Kevin Fiala, who was traded to the 
Los Angeles Kings because Minnesota didn't have the NHL 
salary cap space to re-sign him, will hurt, but young forward 
Matt Boldy, 21, could help fill the void. Whether the Wild's 
goaltending is as strong with Marc-Andre Fleury and Filip 

Gustavsson as it was at the end of last season with Fleury 
and Cam Talbot (traded to the Ottawa Senators for 
Gustavsson) also is a question mark, which contributed to 
my decision not to rank them higher." -- Tom Gulitti, staff 
writer 

11. PITTSBURGH PENGUINS 

Total points: 72 

"I have them at No. 11 now, but any team led by center 
Sidney Crosby remains one of the best in the NHL. Six of the 
Penguins' seven 15-goal-scorers return from last season, 
including center Evgeni Malkin. Defenseman Kris Letang, 
who led Pittsburgh with 58 assists, is back as well. A healthy 
Tristan Jarry in goal was all that stood between the Penguins 
and winning a postseason series for the first time since 2018; 
with better health this season it's going to be hard to 
overlook the Penguins as one of the better teams in the 
League." -- Adam Kimelman, deputy managing editor 

12. NASHVILLE PREDATORS 

Total points: 55 

"The Predators are my dark horse from the West this 
season, but I ranked them No. 10 because it is hard to put 
them ahead of some of the dominant teams in the 
conference at the start of camp. For me, it all starts in goal 
with Juuse Saros, who might be the best goalie in the 
Western Conference. Ryan McDonagh is a big addition to a 
solid corps of defensemen, anchored by Norris Trophy 
candidate Roman Josi. If the Predators can find some 
scoring, they will be dangerous." -- Shawn P. Roarke, 
director of editorial 

13. LOS ANGELES KINGS 

Total points: 35 

"The Kings could take another step after qualifying for the 
playoffs last season for the first time since 2018. In fact, I 
considered ranking them higher than I did at No. 14 with the 
addition of Fiala, and with defenseman Drew Doughty 
returning to health after missing the final 24 games last 
season with a wrist injury. But I decided to be a little 
conservative and wait to see how the Kings' young players, 
such as defenseman Sean Durzi, 23, and forwards Quinton 
Byfield, 20, Arthur Kaliyev, 21, and Rasmus Kupari, 22, 
progress after making key contributions last season." -- 
Gulitti 

14. DALLAS STARS 

Total points: 31 

"Look out for the Stars under new coach Peter DeBoer, who 
reached the Stanley Cup Final in his first season with the 
New Jersey Devils (2011-12) and San Jose Sharks (2015-
16). DeBoer has a knack for instant success. His coaching 
style allows offensive players to be unleashed. The Stars 
were a conservative team under former coach Rick Bowness 
and it worked, but defenseman Miro Heiskanen might be the 
biggest beneficiary of a more up-tempo, aggressive, push-
the-pace approach they'll have under DeBoer. Heiskanen 
could play his way into the Norris Trophy discussion this 
season. I ranked the Stars ninth. They're a team to watch in 
the West." -- Rosen 
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15. BOSTON BRUINS 

Total points: 30 

"Three key players -- forward Brad Marchand, and 
defensemen Charlie McAvoy and Matt Grzelcyk -- are 
recovering from surgeries and will not start the season. Their 
top two centers, Patrice Bergeron and David Krejci, are 37 
and 36 respectively. This team has the pedigree to move up 
the rankings but only if it can fend off the injury bug and 
Father Time. For now I have them at No. 13, but clearly 
some of my colleagues think that's generous." -- Zeisberger 

16. WASHINGTON CAPITALS 

Total points: 25 

"The Capitals will greatly miss injured forwards Nicklas 
Backstrom and Tom Wilson to start the season, but they'll 
find a way to stay in the mix, which is why I put them at No. 
14. General manager Brian MacLellan did a good job this 
offseason to fill the void, with the acquisitions of forwards 
Dylan Strome and Connor Brown. Darcy Kuemper will be the 
real No. 1 goalie the team was looking for in recent years 
and Alex Ovechkin will still be 'Ovi' at 37 years young." -- 
Robert Laflamme, LNH.com senior writer 

Others receiving points: Vegas Golden Knights 17, 
Vancouver Canucks 14, Columbus Blue Jackets 14, Ottawa 
Senators 2, New York Islanders 2 

HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM 

AMALIE BENJAMIN 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. Calgary Flames; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Edmonton Oilers; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Los Angeles 
Kings; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Boston Bruins; 14. 
Dallas Stars; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Ottawa Senators 

BRIAN COMPTON 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. New York Rangers; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Edmonton Oilers; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. Calgary Flames; 8. Nashville 
Predators; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Columbus Blue Jackets; 13. Los 
Angeles Kings; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Vancouver 
Canucks; 16. New York Islanders 

NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Carolina Hurricanes; 6. 
Edmonton Oilers; 7. Calgary Flames; 8. New York Rangers; 
9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Nashville Predators; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 
14. Dallas Stars; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. Boston 
Bruins 

TOM GULITTI 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. Calgary Flames; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Edmonton Oilers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Minnesota Wild; 
9. New York Rangers; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. Pittsburgh 

Penguins; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Nashville Predators; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Dallas Stars 

ADAM KIMELMAN 

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. New 
York Rangers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. Nashville Predators; 8. Edmonton Oilers; 
9. Florida Panthers; 10. Toronto Maple Leafs; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Vancouver Canucks; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. Dallas 
Stars 

ROBERT LAFLAMME 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
9. Calgary Flames; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Vancouver Canucks; 16. Columbus 
Blue Jackets 

MIKE G. MORREALE 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Carolina Hurricanes; 
6. Florida Panthers; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Calgary Flames; 
9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Columbus Blue Jackets; 13. Nashville 
Predators; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. 
Los Angeles Kings 

TRACEY MYERS 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. St. Louis Blues; 8. Calgary Flames; 
9. Edmonton Oilers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden Knights; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Dallas 
Stars 

SHAWN P. ROARKE 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. St. Louis Blues; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Edmonton Oilers; 10. Nashville Predators; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Dallas Stars; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Columbus Blue Jackets; 16. 
Vancouver Canucks 

DAN ROSEN 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. New 
York Rangers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Edmonton Oilers; 
6. Calgary Flames; 7. Florida Panthers; 8. St. Louis Blues; 9. 
Dallas Stars; 10. Toronto Maple Leafs; 11. Nashville 
Predators; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 
14. Vancouver Canucks; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. New York 
Islanders 

DAVID SATRIANO 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Calgary Flames; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Minnesota Wild; 
9. Boston Bruins; 10. Toronto Maple Leafs; 11. St. Louis 
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Blues; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Nashville Predators; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. Ottawa 
Senators 

PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Edmonton Oilers; 6. 
Florida Panthers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. St. Louis Blues; 
9. Calgary Flames; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Vegas Golden Knights; 13. Nashville 

Predators; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Washington Capitals; 16. 
Los Angeles Kings 

MIKE ZEISBERGER 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Calgary Flames; 
9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Pittsburgh Penguins; 11. Washington 
Capitals; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Boston Bruins; 14. Minnesota 
Wild; 15. Vancouver Canucks; 16. Columbus Blue Jackets 

 

 
 

Training camps open around NHL after another short offseason 

By Stephen Whyno 

Training camps open around the NHL on Thursday after 
another short offseason, a third in a row squeezed by the 
pandemic. That doesn’t bother Colorado Avalanche star 
Nathan MacKinnon one bit. 

For one of hockey’s best players and his teammates, it’s 
already time to get back on the ice and defend their Stanley 
Cup title, less than three months since they knocked off the 
back-to-back champion Tampa Bay Lightning.  

“I still feel like I just was playing,” MacKinnon said. “I took two 
weeks off, and then I started skating again. It’s just fun. I 
enjoy it, and I like the short summer. It feels like the season’s 
just kind of rolling over again.” 

The NHL rolls into fall coming off an entertaining playoffs and 
final with the chance to finally get back on a normal 
schedule. That means full camps for teams that got new 
coaches and the benefits of a regular routine. 

That means a mere 88 days between Game 6 of the final 
and the first-on ice practice sessions. 

“We’re kind of used to it now,” Tampa Bay goaltender Andrei 
Vasilevskiy said after he and the Lightning lost in the final for 
the first time in three consecutive trips. “It’s a little harder, of 
course, because you don’t have that much time to rest. It’s 
basically a few weeks and you have to get back at it. But, 
yeah, I can’t complain. You want your summers to be short 
every year.” 

It was a little longer for Connor McDavid and the Oilers after 
losing to Colorado in the West final. Despite the lack of 
downtime, McDavid “wouldn’t trade that in for anything” and 
aims to make it even further since Edmonton shored up its 
goaltending situation by adding Jack Campbell. 

A few spins of the goalie carousel ended with the Avalanche 
acquiring Alexandar Georgiev from the New York Rangers 
and Cup winner Darcy Kuemper landing with Washington. 
Joining new teammates, many of whom hoisted the Cup in 
2018, Kuemper is not worried about less time off. 

“It was definitely a very unique summer,” Kuemper said. 
“With how short it was, you start getting back into the gym 
and you’re kind of a little bit worried that your training’s going 
to be so short. But you kind of felt like you weren’t getting 
back into shape. You were already there.” 

NEW COACHES 

The Oilers are one of several teams settling in for training 
camp under a new coach. Jay Woodcroft took over as 
interim coach in February but has the full-time job now. 

“Looking forward to a camp with him,” McDavid said. “He did 
a great job coming in during the middle of the season, but it’s 
never easy on a coach, for sure. I’m sure there’s things that 
he wanted to touch on that you wasn’t able to kind of in the 
middle of the year, so he’ll be able to to touch on all of it this 
year.” 

The same goes for Bruce Boudreau in Vancouver, 11 
months since being put in charge of the Canucks. 
Philadelphia’s John Tortorella, Boston’s Jim Montgomery, 
Vegas’ Bruce Cassidy, Dallas’ Peter DeBoer, Florida’s Paul 
Maurice, Chicago’s Luke Richardson, Detroit’s Derek 
Lalonde and the New York Islanders’ Lane Lambert are all 
starting the job fresh. 

CAMP TRYOUTS 

Roughly 40 players are attending a camp on a professional 
tryout agreement with the chance to earn a contract for the 
season. James Neal has that opportunity with the Blue 
Jackets, and Derek Stepan returned to Carolina to seek a job 
with the Hurricanes. 

The most intriguing situation involves 37-year-old center Eric 
Staal, who agreed to the tryout with Florida the same time 
brother Marc signed a one-year contract. Younger brother 
Jordan was with Eric and Marc on the 18th green at Pebble 
Beach to witness the occasion. 

“They’re both just super pumped, as was I,” said Jordan 
Staal, who is the captain of the Hurricanes. “Eric is excited 
about the opportunity and Marc, as well. Really cool. Really 
cool thing.” 
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EARLY START 

Before the puck drops on the NHL season in North America 
on Oct. 11, the Nashville Predators and San Jose Sharks 
play twice in Prague on Oct. 7 and 8. And those are not 
exhibitions. 

“We still play two important games,” said Sharks forward 
Tomas Hertl, who is a native of Prague. “It’s not just 
preseason where you coming here to warm up.” 

Colorado and Columbus will also play two games in 
Tampere, Finland, on Nov. 4-5 as part of the NHL’s Global 
Series.  

And just as the league gets used to a regular schedule, work 
is ongoing between the league and NHL Players’ Association 
to stage a World Cup of Hockey in February 2024, which is 
popular among players even if it knocks the calendar off 
kilter again. 

“I think they missed out on a huge, huge portion of the 
international game that’s really going to be missed,” McDavid 
said. “We need to figure out a way to get an international 
tournament in as quickly as possible.”

 

 

 

Ranking the NHL's top 10 goalies: Andrei Vasilevskiy, Igor Shesterkin lead the way  

These goaltenders give their teams an advantage every time 
they are between the pipes 

By Austin Nivison  

No player in hockey has more of an impact on the game than 
the goaltender. A great goalie can steal a win or carry a team 
on a long postseason run -- but finding one is easier said 
than done. 

On the other hand, teams can play extremely well, only to 
have poor goaltending snatch defeat from the jaws of victory. 

With so much volatility and unpredictability at the position, 
there is no better feeling than having a goaltender you can 
count on for 50-plus starts per season. The 10 netminders on 
this list provide that and much more to their respective 
teams. 

All goals saved above average and high-danger save 
percentage numbers courtesy of Natural Stat Trick. 

10. Tristan Jarry | Pittsburgh Penguins 

PIT • G • 35  

GAA2.42 

Sv%91.9 

GSAA21.10 

The No. 10 spot ultimately came down to two goaltenders for 
me: Jarry and Marc-Andre Fleury. Fleury won the Vezina 
Trophy in 2021, but he struggled behind an awful team for 
most of last season. Jarry flourished with the Penguins, 
totaling 21.10 goals saved above average in 2021-22, which 
ranked seventh in the NHL. After a somewhat shaky first 
year as the full-time starter in Pittsburgh, Jarry was able to 
bounce back and prove that he was more than worthy of that 
role. If Jarry had been healthy for the Penguins' entire playoff 
series against the New York Rangers, they might have 
played on into the second round. 

9. Frederik Andersen | Carolina Hurricanes 

CAR • G • 31  

GAA2.17 

Sv%92.2 

GSAA22.07 

Andersen's final two seasons with the Toronto Maple Leafs 
from 2019 to 2021 were abysmal, and it was fair to wonder 
whether he had anything left in the tank. That's why it was 
surprising when the Hurricanes chose to target him last 
offseason. Ultimately, it proved to be another shrewd move 
by that organization. Andersen had a resurgent season with 
the Hurricanes. His goals against average of 2.17 ranked 
second in the NHL, and he was sixth in goals saved above 
average with 22.07. If Andersen continues to play at this 
level, Carolina will be a legitimate Stanley Cup threat again 
in 2022-23. 

8. Thatcher Demko | Vancouver Canucks 

VAN • G • 35  

GAA2.72 

Sv%91.5 

GSAA14.91 

Following Demko's breakout performance in the 2020 
Stanley Cup Playoffs, the Canucks felt comfortable letting 
Jacob Markstrom walk in free agency. So far, that has looked 
like a good decision. Over the last two seasons, Demko has 
been excellent, and his 23.09 goals saved above average 
ranks seventh in that time. The rest of the roster in 
Vancouver doesn't exactly give Demko much help, so the 
traditional numbers may not blow anyone away, but he 
consistently gives the team a chance to be competitive. 

7. Darcy Kuemper | Washington Capitals 

WAS • G • 35  
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GAA2.54 

Sv%92.1 

GSAA25.19 

Hard as it may be to believe, Kuemper has really only spent 
a full season as a starting goaltender twice throughout his 
career. Last season was one of them, and he was excellent 
for the Avalanche playing behind the best roster in the NHL. 
His 25.19 goals saved above average ranked fourth in the 
league, and his 0.852 high-danger save percentage was also 
one of the best. In the playoffs, the Avs hoisted the Cup 
despite an underwhelming showing from Kuemper, but there 
is more than enough evidence to suggest that he is a 
massive upgrade for the Capitals this season. 

6. Jacob Markstrom | Calgary Flames 

CGY • G • 25  

GAA2.22 

Sv%92.2 

GSAA26.10 

Since becoming a starter for the Vancouver Canucks in 
2017, Markstrom has been one of the most steady 
goaltenders in the league. The one exception would be the 
2020-21 campaign, his first with the Calgary Flames. Still, 
Markstrom bounced back nicely last year with 26.10 goals 
saved above average and a high-danger save percentage of 
0.849 to prove he is still one of the top players at his position. 
Behind a loaded Calgary Flames roster, and in Darryl 
Sutter's excellent system, Markstrom should continue to 
thrive. 

5. Connor Hellebuyck | Winnipeg Jets 

WPG • G • 37  

GAA2.97 

Sv%91.0 

GSAA7.39 

Hellebuyck was in consideration to be a little higher on this 
list, but a down 2021-22 season, at least by his standards, 
knocked him. Still, Hellebuyck is one of the best goaltenders 
in the NHL. For much of his career, Hellebuyck has been on 
the receiving end of a shooting gallery with the Jets blue line. 
In each of the last four seasons, Hellebuyck has led the 
league in shots faced and saves. In three of those four 
seasons, he has led the NHL in goals allowed. Despite the 
sieve in front of him, Hellebuyck has saved 40.78 goals 
above average in the last three seasons, which ranks fourth 
in that time. 

4. Ilya Sorokin | New York Islanders 

NYI • G • 30  

GAA2.40 

Sv%92.5 

GSAA29.78 

In 2020-21, Sorokin played in just 22 games behind Semyon 
Varlamov, but he performed well enough to take over the 

crease last season. He flourished in his more prominent role 
and was a clear bright spot in what was otherwise a 
disastrous 2021-22 campaign for the Islanders. Sorokin was 
second in the NHL with 29.78 goals saved above average 
and a save percentage of 0.925. If the Isles can find a way to 
give Sorokin some run support under new head coach Lane 
Lambert, they should be in for a bounce-back year in 2022-
23. 

3. Juuse Saros | Nashville Predators 

NSH • G • 74  

GAA2.64 

Sv%91.8 

GSAA22.93 

When Saros first reached the NHL, the knock on him was 
that he was too small to be a modern NHL goaltender. But 
what Saros lacks in size, he makes up for in quickness and 
technique. Over the last three seasons, Saros ranks third in 
the NHL with 50.32 goals saved above average, and he also 
boasts an impressive high-danger save percentage of 0.830. 
Saros' value to the Predators was on display when he 
missed the team's playoff series against the Colorado 
Avalanche last season. Nashville got shelled by the eventual 
Stanley Cup champs, allowing 21 goals in a four-game 
sweep. 

2. Igor Shesterkin | New York Rangers 

NYR • G • 31  

GAA2.07 

Sv%93.5 

GSAA44.83 

The 2022 Vezina Trophy winner was in a league of his own 
last season, and he was the biggest reason why the Rangers 
got to the postseason and went on a run to the Eastern 
Conference Finals, where he went toe-to-toe with Andrei 
Vasilevskiy. In 53 games played, Shesterkin saved an 
incredible 44.83 goals above average. The next closest 
goaltender was the New York Islanders' Ilya Sorokin with a 
GSAA of 29.78. Shesterkin's brilliance continued in the 
postseason, where he led the league in GSAA again at 
11.91. Shesterkin has established himself as an elite 
goaltender, and he may very well be in the top spot at this 
time next year. 

1. Andrei Vasilevskiy | Tampa Bay Lightning 

TB • G • 88  

GAA2.49 

Sv%91.6 

GSAA17.79 

Shesterkin is coming off an insane season, but Vasilevskiy's 
longevity puts him at the top of this list. Vasilevskiy has been 
playing at an all-world level since he took over the starting 
role in Tampa in the 2016-17 season. In that time, he has 
saved 97.15 goals above average. Then, there are his stellar 
playoff numbers. Over the Lightning's run of three straight 
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Stanley Cup Final appearances, Vasilevskiy has posted a 
combined goals against average of 2.11, save percentage of 
0.928 and 26.85 goals saved above average while winning 

the 2021 Conn Smythe Trophy. No matter how you slice it, 
Vasilevskiy reigns supreme in the crease right now.

 

 

 

Canucks and Senators Linked To Ethan Bear 

As Ethan Bear looks to bounce back this season, speculation 
suggests he could soon be changing teams again. 

By Lyle Richardson 

Traded to Carolina by the Edmonton Oilers last summer, 
Ethan Bear's first season with the Hurricanes was hampered 
by a bout with COVID-19. As the 25-year-old blueliner looks 
to bounce back this season, speculation suggests he could 
soon be changing teams again. 

On Sept. 18, Sportsnet's Iain MacIntyre tweeted the 
Vancouver Canucks could have Bear on their radar. The 
next day, Bruce Garrioch of the Ottawa Sun included the 
Hurricanes rearguard among the Ottawa Senators' potential 
trade targets. 

Both clubs could use a defenseman with good puck 
transition skills on the right side of their respective bluelines. 

The Canucks have 32-year-olds Tyler Myers and Luke 
Schenn projected as their top-four right-side defensemen. In 
a recent interview with MacIntyre, general manager Patrik 
Allvin didn't rule out improving his blueline corps. Meanwhile, 
the Senators have Travis Hamonic, Artem Zub and Nikita 
Zaitsev as their potential right-side rearguards.  

Despite finishing with 14 points in 58 games last season, 
Bear and the Hurricanes avoided arbitration by agreeing to a 
one-year, $2.2-million contract. There's been no indication 
he's available but that could change if he has difficulty 
holding down a roster spot on their deep defense corps 
during training camp and preseason play. 

Cap Friendly indicates the Senators carry $5.69 million of 
projected cap space so they could easily afford Bear's 
contract. It would be more complicated for the Canucks. 
They are $2.75 million above the cap but have cap relief with 
Micheal Ferland and his $3.5-million cap hit on long-term 
injury reserve.
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Canes offseason roundup: Big splashes, big departures mark another roster revamp  

By Bryan Pyrtle 

After a bitter end to a historic 2021-22 season, the Carolina 
Hurricanes underwent another hefty roster overhaul to reload 
for a run at the Stanley Cup in 2022-23. While the draft 
carried its own set of acquisitions, let’s take a look at how the 
Canes’ forward core is shaping up heading into this season. 

Let’s make a deal 

In one of the most lopsided trades of the offseason, 
Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell fleeced the Vegas 
Golden Knights by acquiring left wing Max Pacioretty and 
defenseman Dylan Coghlan while only giving up future 
considerations. 

While Vegas was desperate to shed Pacioretty’s contract, a 
Stanley Cup contender like Carolina is more than willing to 
welcome Pacioretty aboard along with his elite goal-scoring 
ability. The five-time All-Star balanced his production with 97 
goals and 97 assists in four seasons for the Golden Knights, 
speaking to his propensity to pass as well as shoot. Prior to 
Vegas, Pacioretty spent a decade in Montréal, where he 
accumulated 226 goals and 222 assists for the Canadiens. 

The other marquee trade by Waddell centered around 
defenseman Brent Burns coming over from San Jose, but 
this deal impacted the Canes’ forward room as well. Bringing 
in an elite defenseman like Burns doesn’t come cheap, but 
Carolina’s vast reservoir of talent allowed the team to only let 
go of center Steven Lorentz along with goaltender Eetu 
Makiniemi and a conditional third-round draft pick in 2023. 
Center Lane Pederson accompanied Burns on the way to 
Raleigh as well. 

Lorentz hung around the fourth line for two seasons in 
Raleigh, but his gritty, lively style of play garnered him some 
recognition in Canes circles. The one moment he’ll be 
remembered for most is probably his go-ahead goal against 
Toronto in Oct. 2021, persevering past Rasmus Sandin 
before slotting the puck into the net. 

However, the Hurricanes made sure to restock on young 
centers by picking up Pederson. The 25-year-old Canadian 
enters the 2022-23 season with two years of NHL experience 
as well, playing 44 games between the Arizona Coyotes and 
the Sharks. Like Lorentz, Pederson will likely take on a 
supplementary role on the Hurricanes’ roster. 

So long, Nino and Troch 

The Hurricanes lost two main pieces as well as a few depth 
players to free agency this summer, but that is a relatively 
low number considering the Canes had to make decisions 
whether or not to keep 11 restricted free agents (RFAs) and 
14 unrestricted free agents (UFAs). 

The forward lines suffered a pair of heavy losses in right 
wing Nino Niederreiter and center Vincent Trocheck. 
Niederreiter signed a two-year, $8 million deal with the 
Nashville Predators on July 21 after the 30-year-old Swiss 
racked up 69 goals and 68 assists in 234 games for the 
Hurricanes. 

Though his statistical output wasn’t eye-popping, Niederreiter 
built a reputation as a clutch glue guy throughout his time in 
Raleigh, meshing well with his linemates and finding the net 
when the Canes needed a goal the most. 

Trocheck’s scoring numbers indicated his success more than 
those of Niederreiter. The 29-year-old notched just under 
100 points in Carolina in a little over two seasons with 39 
goals and 57 assists, but Trocheck’s impact fell outside the 
box scores as well. Trocheck’s fiery attitude on and off the 
ice became a staple of his time with the Canes. Many fans 
will remember his fight with Pittsburgh Penguins defenseman 
Mark Friedman where Trocheck dragged his opponent to the 
ground despite having his shirt pulled over his head. 

While his time in Carolina was brief, center Max Domi also 
changed jerseys this summer. The trade deadline acquisition 
from Columbus scored seven points in 19 games for the 
Hurricanes last season but signed a one-year, $3 million deal 
with the Chicago Blackhawks on July 13. A spark plug in the 
lineup, Domi’s feisty style of play and extracurriculars take 
after his father Tie Domi, who played 16 years in the NHL 
and holds the league’s all-time record in fighting majors. 

In the prospect department, 28-year-old center Andrew 
Poturalski inked a two-year, $1.525 million contract with the 
Seattle Kraken on July 13. Poturalski was an integral depth 
piece on Carolina’s minor league roster, racking up four 
seasons of at least 50 points in the American Hockey 
League (AHL) going back to 2016-17. 

While the Hurricanes can’t be happy to let such talent walk, 
this was the right move for Poturalski. He only played four 
total games in a Canes sweater, two in 2016-17 and two in 
2021-22. A forward room filled with high-end talent kept 
Poturalski from accumulating many NHL minutes, so it’s best 
for him to try to further his career elsewhere. 

Lastly, left wing Josh Leivo departed for St. Louis by signing 
a one-year, $750,000 contract with the Blues. Leivo logged a 
goal and two assists in seven games for the Hurricanes in 
2021-22, but mostly played in the minor leagues for the 
AHL’s Chicago Wolves. This transaction is another case of a 
depth player seeking more NHL playing time. 

New start for Nečas 

In lieu of Niederreiter and Trocheck in the lines night in and 
night out, the Canes brought back one big name from last 
year’s roster in center Martin Nečas. 
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The 23-year-old Czech inked a two-year, $6 million deal to 
return to Raleigh with a lot of expectations behind him. When 
Nečas is at his best, the 6-foot-2, 189-pound forward 
possesses one of the most dangerous combinations of size 
and speed in the NHL. 

However, he’s hovered around 40 points for each of the last 
three seasons, which are underwhelming figures considering 
his talent. If Nečas can take that next step in 2022-23, he’s 
bound to impact Carolina’s offense more than ever. 

A couple of AHL players, namely right wingers Stefan 
Noesen and Stelio Mattheos, came back for another go in 
the Canes organization as well. Noesen’s contract is two 
years and pays $750,000 at the NHL level and $500,000 at 
the AHL level with $550,000 in guaranteed money. Mattheos’ 
two-way deal also guarantees him $85,000. 

While Noesen has actual experience at the NHL level — 207 
games going back to 2014-15 compared to Mattheos’ zero 
since 2018-19 — both provide valuable organizational depth 
for the Hurricanes. 

Stastny, Kaše and … Dzingel? 

Although Nečas’ return provides some baseline production 
for this new group of forwards, the Canes leaned heavily into 
the free agent market this offseason. Five total forwards will 
don the Carolina threads for the first time with one returner in 
center Ryan Dzingel, but the Hurricanes’ big-splash signing 
was a one-year, $1.5 million deal for center Paul Stastny. 

A 16-year veteran, Stastny boasts 800 points over 1,072 
career games. He spent the previous two seasons with a 
middling Winnipeg Jets squad, but Stastny still has what it 
takes to aid a playoff team like the Canes. The 36-year-old 
logged 21 goals in 2021-22, his first season of at least 20 
goals since 2013-14. 

Though not of the same pedigree as Stastny, right wing 
Ondřej Kaše is another journeyman forward coming to 
Carolina. Like Stastny, the 26-year-old Czech signed on for 
the Canes with a one-year, $1.5 million contract. 

After a couple of down years with the Boston Bruins, Kaše 
reemerged in Toronto last season, logging 14 goals and 13 
assists for the Maple Leafs. Those 27 points amounted to his 
best total since 2017-18 in Anaheim, where Kaše started his 
career. If he can continue his upward trend, Kaše looks like a 
force to be reckoned with in Carolina. 

Some Hurricanes will remember Dzingel for his 
underwhelming stay in Raleigh in 2019-20 and 2020-21 
before ultimately getting shipped back to the Ottawa 
Senators. Dzingel initially boomed in his first stint in Ottawa, 
rattling off three straight 30-point seasons between 2016-17 
and 2018-19, but he’s struggled to replicate that success 
since. 

Most recently, Dzingel scored five goals and three assists in 
32 games between the Arizona Coyotes and San Jose 
Sharks in 2021-22. While he’s somewhat removed from his 
glory days, the 30-year-old Dzingel will be looking to rekindle 
that spark from earlier in his career. 

Rounding out the action on the wings are right wing Malte 
Strömwall and left wing Mackenzie MacEachern. Strömwall’s 
coming off a solid season in Russia, racking up 32 points in 
38 games for Dinamo Minsk of the Kontinental Hockey 
League (KHL). His production and skating ability earned the 
28-year-old Swede a two-way deal with $175,000 in 
guaranteed money. 

As for MacEachern, he comes to Raleigh after spending his 
first four seasons with the St. Louis Blues where he knocked 
in 11 goals and eight assists over 115 games. MacEachern’s 
contract is also two-way with $275,000 guaranteed.
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Gaudreau, Leafs goalies and more: Rating the East’s offseason 
headlines in the Bizarro-meter 

 

Sean McIndoe 

 

On Tuesday, we dusted off the offseason bizarro-meter and gave it a 
good workout going through the Western Conference. We looked at 
some big swings in Calgary, an international drama involving Minnesota, 
a deposed captain in Winnipeg, and lots more. It got weird, which is kind 
of the entire point. 

Today, it’s the East. As always, we’re ranking each team by how bizarre 
their offseason was, with the important caveat that “bizarre” does not 
necessarily mean “bad.” We want the teams that surprised us, whether 
that was with something positive, negative or somewhere in between. 

We’ll go by divisions, starting in the Metro and working our way from the 
least to most bizarre. 

Metro Division 

New York Rangers 

The offseason so far: It was mostly a status quo offseason after last 
year’s far more newsworthy summer. They did trade Alexandar Georgiev 
to Colorado and Nils Lundkvist to Dallas, re-signed Kaapo Kakko on a 
tidy bridge deal, lost Ryan Strome and Andrew Copp to free agency, and 
named Jacob Trouba captain. 

But their strangest story was: They bet big on Vincent Trocheck, no 
doubt hoping he can duplicate the production he had for whatever team it 
was he played for last year. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.8/10. They made some moves, but in terms of 
weirdness, there’s not all that much to see here. 

Washington Capitals 

The offseason so far: They added forward depth in Dylan Strome and 
Connor Brown, but will start the season without Tom Wilson and Nicklas 
Backstrom. 

But their strangest story was: Finally addressing the goaltending by 
trading Vitek Vanecek and signing Darcy Kuemper to a big-money deal. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 4.5/10. It’s not often you can find the most recent 
Cup-winning goalie on the UFA market, and the Capitals snapped him 
up. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

The offseason so far: They signed Paul Stastny and extended Martin 
Necas, along with a handful of smaller moves. Also, they gave Don 
Waddell a new contract before he started interviewing with other teams, 
which was a nice change. 

But their strangest story was: Acquiring Brent Burns and Max Pacioretty 
in exchange for (checks notes) essentially nothing. Huh, apparently 
managing the salary cap has benefits. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.9/10. It’s not that getting multiple free all-stars 
wasn’t impressive, but after recent offseasons the Hurricanes are like the 
gifted kid who gets an A- on the exam. I’m not disappointed, but I know 
they’re capable of so much more. 

New Jersey Devils 

The offseason so far: The perpetual offseason champions had another 
decent summer, albeit one that featured solid additions like Ondrej Palat 
and Erik Haula instead of any big names. On that note, they didn’t get 
Johnny Gaudreau or Matthew Tkachuk, and it sounds like they didn’t get 
all that close, but they would like you to know that they tried. 

But their strangest story was: Knowing they desperately needed a goalie, 
the Devils turned to the Capitals, who also desperately needed a goalie, 
and said “Hey can we have your goalie?” Problem solved, I guess. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.1/10. They also hired Jack Adams finalist 
Andrew Brunette as “associate coach,” which I guess sounds better than 
“guy we’re promoting when we fire Lindy Ruff in early-November.” 

New York Islanders 

The offseason so far: [tumbleweed full of chirping crickets blows by] 

OK, they weren’t completely absent, but it felt that way. That was 
especially true when it came to Johnny Gaudreau, who we figured would 
have some interest in playing close to home, or maybe a late-summer 
Nazem Kadri signing. The Isles didn’t have the cap room, and couldn’t 
find it in time. 

But their strangest story was: Watching a big chunk of the fan base finally 
turn on Lou Lamoriello. The guy has been bulletproof for a long time, and 
you can understand why given what he did in New Jersey. He’s always 
been a bit of an eccentric character, and that plays when you’re winning. 
But when you whiff on improving a so-called contender that just missed 
the playoffs, patience starts to wear thin. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.4/10. It’s been a tough year for Islander fans. 
Let’s maybe give them a home game in October this year, just as a treat. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

The offseason so far: They hired John Tortorella, drafted a dude named 
Cutter, and signed a few veterans. They also bought out Oskar Lindblom, 
who is an inspirational hero, and traded for Tony DeAngelo, who is not. 

But their strangest story was: Admitting that they didn’t even try to land 
hometown boy Johnny Gaudreau because it was too hard. You’re not 
supposed to say that stuff out loud, guys! 

The juxtaposition here is very telling pic.twitter.com/qlSMGN8Cpt 

— Pete Blackburn (@PeteBlackburn) July 14, 2022 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.7/10. Between Tortorella and the roster and the 
cap crunch and the exasperation of the fan base, the trainwreck potential 
here is off the charts. 
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Pittsburgh Penguins 

The offseason so far: They traded for Jeff Petry and moved on from John 
Marino. But the big story was always going to be their own pending free 
agents, as they had to figure out if they could bring back Evgeni Malkin, 
Kris Letang and Bryan Rust. We all assumed Rust would be a strong 
third on the priority list, so when they signed him first it looked like one or 
both of Malkin and Letang might leave. As time went on, it became clear 
that would be happening, and the Penguins’ core would finally be broken 
up for the first time in a generation. 

But their strangest story was: They ended up signing Letang and Malkin 
after all. So, never mind I guess. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.8/10. The Malkin stuff was especially weird, but 
all’s well that ends well. They kept the band together, let’s see if they can 
still play. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

The offseason so far: They signed Erik Gudbranson and re-signed Patrik 
Laine, both for a little too much money. I think that was pretty much it. 

But their strangest story was: Oh right, they also signed the single 
biggest star on the UFA market. And all things considered, they got him 
at a very reasonable price, despite nobody even thinking they were in the 
running. Not bad, considering he didn’t even visit the city until the deal 
was already done. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.8/10. This one’s a bit tough because, from the 
Blue Jackets’ perspective, there was nothing especially strange about the 
Gaudreau signing. One of the league’s most exciting players calls up and 
says he wants to play for you, you roll up your sleeves and get the deal 
done, even if you have to shuffle off a good player to make room. But the 
signing was so stunning for the rest of us that I have to give it high 
marks. 

Atlantic Division 

Buffalo Sabres 

The offseason so far: It was, as one fan blog put it, “boring and 
uneventful, but that was a good thing.” There’s a plan in Buffalo, and this 
was a summer where that meant staying the course. At least they weren’t 
selling. 

But their strangest story was: The Tage Thompson extension seems 
dicey for a guy coming off a career-high shooting percentage. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 2.7/10. They also tried to trade for Matt Murray, 
but he wouldn’t waive his no-trade clause. Sure dodged a bullet there, he 
said, before taking a big sip of water and checking where Murray ended 
up. 

Detroit Red Wings 

The offseason so far: They signed a whole lot of guys. Some of them are 
good, some of them not so much, and none of them are superstars. But 
GM Steve Yzerman brought in enough help that Dom’s model thinks they 
improved more than any other team. That should give new head coach 
Derek Lalonde more to work with than Jeff Blashill had. 

But their strangest story was: Signing David Perron to an NHL contract. 
Wait, only the Blues are allowed to do that! 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.5/10. Busy? Absolutely. Newsworthy? Sure. But 
given how long the rebuild has been going, the only bizarre thing about 
Yzerman’s offseason was that he waited this long. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The offseason so far: The cap continued to hack away at the East’s best 
team, as they had to trade Ryan McDonagh and couldn’t keep Ondrej 
Palat. 

But their strangest story was: Signing Mikhail Sergachev, Anthony Cirelli 
and Erik Cernak to eight-year extensions, plus seven for pending free 

agent Nick Paul. That seems like a lot, but when you’ve won multiple 
Stanley Cups, you can understand wanting to lock in as many players as 
you can. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.7/10. Those extensions aren’t likely to age well, 
but flags fly forever. 

Boston Bruins 

The offseason so far: It took a while, but they re-signed Patrice Bergeron 
and brought back David Krejci, both on team-friendly deals that carry 
bonuses that won’t hit the cap until next year. They also traded for Pavel 
Zacha from the Devils. Oh, and Don Sweeney got an extension. 

But their strangest story was: Firing Bruce Cassidy, one of the better 
coaches in the league. It might work – sometimes, even very good 
coaches wear out their welcome, and it was nice to see Jim Montgomery 
get another shot. But for a team that’s clearly trying to squeeze one more 
run out of an aging core, you wonder if they didn’t take a step back 
behind the bench. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.4/10. Montgomery will get to prove himself early, 
with a big chunk of the roster out for the start of the season. 

Ottawa Senators 

The offseason so far: It was… good? Senators fans are… happy? Man, 
this did get weird. 

There’s no way around it, GM Pierre Dorion had himself a summer. He 
landed Alex DeBrincat and Claude Giroux, dumped most of Matt 
Murray’s contract, and got several key pieces locked up to long-term 
deals. It maybe wasn’t quite a perfect offseason, but for a team that 
knows what it’s like to endure a historically bizarre summer, this was 
pretty much everything they could have hoped for. 

But their strangest story was: Parting ways with Pierre McGuire, only 
because it made all of us go “Oh yeah, I guess they did hire Pierre 
McGuire.” 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.7/10. We’ll see if it translates to a playoff push, 
but either way, a long-suffering fan base deserved an offseason of 
positivity. I stand by the Wilson Phillips thing, by the way. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

The offseason so far: It was largely what we’ve come to expect from a 
Maple Leafs offseason in the Kyle Dubas era: Some painful cap 
casualties (Ilya Mikheyev), some smart bets on cheap depth pieces 
(including Nicolas Aube-Kubel, Zach Aston-Reese and Adam Gaudette), 
at least one slightly more expensive bet they’ll probably regret (Calle 
Jarnkrok), a big name taking a huge hometown discount (Mark 
Giordano), and absolutely no change to the core so don’t even ask. No 
news on the Rasmus Sandin dilemma yet, though. 

But their strangest story was: Watching Dubas basically bet his job on 
Matt Murray and Ilya Samsonov. Look, it could work because goalies are 
weird and the team in front of them matters. But Murray wasn’t good at 
all in Ottawa, hasn’t had a decent season in three years, and now heads 
to one of the league’s most intense markets to replace a popular starter 
on a team facing more pressure to win than just about anyone. That’s… 
certainly a choice. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.5/10. Even months later, the Murray gamble 
feels mind-boggling, especially coming just days after the Leafs gave up 
a first-round pick to undo the Petr Mrazek mistake. This is either going to 
make Dubas look very smart, or very unemployed. 

I’ve had some smart people make the case for Murray to me, so I’ve 
downgraded my panic level here from “this would be a guaranteed 
disaster” to “this would be an enormously risky move that could cost 
people their jobs if it was a disaster, which it definitely could be”. 
https://t.co/w5v0qc2jwJ 

— Down Goes Brown (@DownGoesBrown) July 11, 2022 
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Montreal Canadiens 

The offseason so far: It’s been pretty much nonstop headlines for last 
year’s worst team. They kept Martin St. Louis as coach, won the lottery 
for the first overall pick, didn’t use that pick on the player that everyone 
except Cory Pronman thought they’d take, made two big draft floor 
trades, moved the Shea Weber contract, probably closed the door on 
Carey Price’s career, traded Jeff Petry, took Sean Monahan’s contract, 
and named Nick Suzuki captain. Take a breath, guys, Arpon might need 
to sleep. 

But their strangest story was: The never-ending list of conditions on the 
Monahan trade, not to mention the fact that it all could mean that the 
Canadiens just traded for a first-round pick in 2026. I would watch a full-
length documentary series just on how those conditions were negotiated. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.7/10. They’re still going to be bad, but they 
weren’t boring. 

Florida Panthers 

The offseason so far: Oh, not much besides following the best season in 
team history with both a coaching change and one of the biggest 
blockbuster trades of the cap era. We often criticize teams for resting on 
their laurels, but after a 122-point season, you could understand it. Not in 
Florida, though, where a second-round exit obviously wasn’t good 
enough. 

Moving on from Andrew Brunette was surprising. Sending both Jonathan 
Huberdeau and MacKenzie Weegar (and a first-round pick!) to Calgary in 
the Matt Tkachuk trade was downright shocking. They even got Tkachuk 
signed to a risky but reasonable contract, thanks in part to working out 
the first legitimate sign-and-trade in NHL history. 

Was it smart? I have no idea. But I loved it. 

But their strangest story was: They didn’t win a game in the second 
round, so they replaced Brunette with Paul Maurice, who has managed 
to win a game in the second round in just one of his last 12 seasons. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 8.2/10. We didn’t even get into all of the useful 
players they lost in free agency, so they’re almost certainly worse. But 
Bill Zito is going for it instead of playing it safe, so he might be my new 
favorite GM. 

The Athletic LOADED: 09.22.2022 
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Michael Brind’Amour, Andrea Skinner summoned to appear at Hockey 
Canada hearing 

 

The Athletic Staff3-4 minutes 21/09/2022 

 

Hockey Canada board of directors chair Andrea Skinner and former chair 
Michael Brind’Amour are among a group of people summoned to appear 
at a parliamentary hearing on Oct. 4 regarding the governing body’s 
handling of sexual assault allegations in London, 2018. 

Former Hockey Canada president and CEO Bob Nicholson was also 
asked to appear before the Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage, 
which is investigating Hockey Canada’s handling of sexual assault 
allegations involving members of the 2003 and 2018 Canadian World 
Junior teams in separate incidents. 

Next set of Hockey Canada hearings set for October 4. Among those 
summoned to appear before committee: Hockey Canada Board Chair 
Andrea Skinner and former Chair Michael Brind' Amour. Also appears 
Bob Nicholson will be asked to appear before Committee at some point 
as well pic.twitter.com/UnHjPZq4D4 

— Katie Strang (@KatieJStrang) September 21, 2022 

Hockey Canada has been under intense scrutiny and criticism since May 
when allegations of sexual assault were made public in a lawsuit that the 
organization settled. In the complaint, filed in April in Ontario Superior 
Court, a woman alleged that she was assaulted by eight players in a 
London, Ont., hotel room following a Hockey Canada Foundation event 
in June 2018. Members of Canada’s gold medal-winning world junior 
team were among those accused of assault in the lawsuit. 

Additionally, Halifax Police opened a new investigation in July into a 2003 
alleged sexual assault involving members of the 2003 Canadian World 
Junior team. 

Last month, Hockey Canada announced it would be subject to an 
independent review of its governance structure led by former Supreme 
Court Justice Hon. Thomas Cromwell, CC. The governing body said the 
review will “examine the organization,” asking questions about its by-
laws, board of directors and senior management team. 

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and members of Parliament 
have condemned the hockey federation, and prominent sponsors have 
withdrawn their support. Trudeau has called the handling of the 2018 
allegations “unacceptable” and said the government and citizens “lost 
confidence” in Hockey Canada as a result of its actions. 

go-deeper 

GO DEEPER 

Hockey Canada timeline: Major developments so far 

In early August, Brind’Amour stepped down as chair of Hockey Canada’s 
board of directors. He was first elected as chair of the board in 2018 and 
was serving his second term at the time of his departure. Skinner is the 
interim chair of Hockey Canada’s board. 

Nicholson held the roles of president and CEO of Hockey Canada from 
1998 to 2014. 

The Athletic LOADED: 09.22.2022 
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Bill Daly Q&A: On the state of the NHL salary cap, gambling, jersey ads, 
Russia and more 

 

Michael Russo, Sean Gentille13-16 minutes 21/09/2022 

 

HENDERSON, Nev. — Last Thursday, as part of the NHL’s media tour, 
NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly sat down with The Athletic’s Michael 
Russo and Sean Gentille for a podcast that ran on Wednesday’s The 
Athletic Hockey Show. 

Among the topics covered was gambling, ad revenue, the Hockey 
Canada investigation, players returning to Russia in the offseason, the 
World Cup and when we may next see the salary cap take a big jump. 

If you’d like to listen to the full podcast with Jesse Granger, Michael 
Russo and Joe Smith, including Daly’s interview, you can listen here. 

Here, too, is much of the Q&A with Daly. Some of the questions and 
answers have been edited for clarity. 

Short offseason with the draft in July and free agency July 13. What has 
this offseason been like for you and the rest of the league office? 

A little bit shorter, but we’ve been dealing with that for three years really. 
Shortened offseasons. It was only two weeks shorter than it normally is. 
The good news is we’re back on track with training camp starting 
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(Wednesday). We’ll start the season in early October and end it in mid 
June and we’ll get back on a cycle where free agency starts July 1. 

Was there ever a point during the season that you were worried about 
getting back on a normal schedule? 

Well, there were points during this past regular season where I was 
worried about finishing the season. Certainly, December, January time 
period with the (COVID-19) omicron variant had most of our teams 
decimated. We had to shut down some teams. We had to take a longer 
Christmas break than we typically take. It wiped out any possibility of 
being able to participate in the Olympics, which was disappointing to the 
players. So it was a tough season to get through, but we got through it. I 
think by the playoffs, I had the first real sense that things were back to 
normal. We had full building, 100 percent-plus of capacity, fans excited 
about being in the buildings again and not concerned health- and safety-
wise. For a little while there was some trepidation last year and coming 
into buildings and being with crowds. I think that all had dissipated by the 
time we got to the playoffs and we had a spectacular playoff tournament 
on the ice. I think it’s a great jumping-off point for this season. 

We’re coming to you from Vegas, the gambling capital of the world. And 
it does feel like the league in the last couple years, is starting to embrace 
that with your betting partners. Where do you see that going? And I know 
it’s always the age-old question, especially from beat writers, when do we 
get some actual injury specifics from the NHL? 

Obviously it’s a brave new world for all sports. We’re all dealing with the 
realities of sports betting and it being prevalent. Not universal, but 
prevalent. And we’ve viewed it as an opportunity to try to create 
engagement with fans. More fans and different fans, maybe people who 
haven’t necessarily watched the game religiously in the past. And we’re 
using it as a vehicle for that, I think, with some success. But it’s a reality 
that’s going to continue to grow and we’re going to have to be able to be 
nimble and adjust with it as it grows. I get asked the injury disclosure 
question a lot. I can’t tell you that many of our sports betting partners 
have come to us and said, “This is something that we want you to do.” So 
at this point, I think, the concern for player health and safety kind of 
trumps any kind of sports betting connection on that issue. So I don’t see 
it changing in the near term. We’ll see how it continues to play out over 
time. 

Obviously, ad revenue has been the big topic lately with the ads on the 
right side of the crest. Clearly, this is another way to continue to grow this 
game, grow hockey-related revenue? 

Yeah, for sure. We think it’s a very valuable opportunity. It’s obviously 
one that we had been resistant to taking this step for a long time. I think 
the pandemic, and ways of driving revenue and retaining revenue, 
became paramount when we otherwise didn’t have fans in the building 
and weren’t generating any revenues. So it became a much more viable 
option at that point in time, and something our owners embraced when 
we opened that door. And I think it’s obviously going to be a significant 
driver of revenue. 

How many teams would you say are not going to have ads on their 
jerseys? If there are a number of teams, is it more that it’s a competitive 
market with baseball selling theirs and they just can’t sell it or is anybody 
taking a stand? 

Well, I don’t think it’s a case of teams not being able to sell it. I think they 
can sell it. I think the question is, are they getting fair value for the real 
estate they’re giving up on the jerseys? So I think a lot of our clubs — 
probably a majority of our clubs — will be cautious in terms of agreeing to 
that first deal because they know it kind of sets a market. And so they 
value that opportunity one way, and you wait until the market delivers 
somebody who values it the same way. 

Is setting that number just as simple as allowing the market to set it or 
are there other considerations that go in with coming up with the number 
that works for everybody when it comes to that real estate? 

Obviously, at the end of the day, the clubs make their own decisions and 
they will do a deal if they think it’s worth doing that deal. Having said that, 
there is a market out there, right? I think, the general terms and financial 
terms of those deals are kind of out there in and a matter of public record 
to a certain extent. So clubs know or have an idea, certainly, of what that 
should generate. And it’s probably market specific, too. So they’ve got 
that expertise, they factor that in. And so I’m sure they all go into the 
market with a number that, “We’re not going to sell it for below ‘X,'” 
whatever X is. 

We’re seeing teams release their Reverse Retro jerseys, the designs are 
starting to trickle out whether officially or not. Are you happy with how 
that process has unfolded in general as we’re a month off from the 
season? Or is there still some meat left on the bone in terms of the 
rollout? 

So I haven’t familiarized myself with what exactly our announcement plan 
is. I know this week there was some activity. 

(Editor’s note: The league held a meeting with teams Sept. 13 to provide 
an update). 

I don’t like leaks, certainly, and that’s concerning on some level. And 
trying to understand and manage how those happen are something we 
have to do. Clubs get a little annoyed when their jerseys are out on the 
public market before they’ve even launched them. It’s something that 
every sports league … has to deal with this issue. It’s unfortunate, but it’s 
the reality of what we do. 

Let’s turn our attention to the Hockey Canada investigation. I know earlier 
this summer you were hoping that you would have some sort of 
resolution going into training camp. The day this podcast comes out is 
the day that training camp opens. I take it that timeline is a little bit off? 
Where are you with the investigation with Hockey Canada? 

Yeah, I don’t expect that the investigation will be complete or that we’ll 
have a report by the time training camp’s open. We want to make sure 
we do this right and we get all the information we need. I will say that 
we’ve had full cooperation from the players and the process is ongoing. 
But I don’t anticipate there’ll be any resolutions or reports or things to talk 
about prior to the start of training camp. 

I know you just had the rookie orientation in Washington. What is the 
message to today’s NHL player and rookie coming in, in terms of the 
culture and trying to maybe change some issues that have been maybe 
underlying for some time in hockey? 

I would say typically at our rookie orientation program, we talk about the 
importance of thinking through things before acting. That obviously, was 
a recurring theme at this year’s event. We had a couple of new 
presenters who presented some new materials. I did get a sense, I have 
to tell you, that the class as a whole, I think there was more than 100 
players there, were very engaged. They looked like they were interested 
in what they were hearing and processing it. Whereas I can tell you in 
some working orientations in the past, it looks like they’re checking the 
box and waiting to get out of there. I didn’t get that sense this year. And I 
think a lot of that, probably, has to do with everything that’s kind of 
happened off the ice and things that are in the news. And I think, there’s 
a newfound seriousness of players understanding that their careers 
depend on their good behavior. 

I remember when I sat down with you in March, one of the big topics that 
I had with you was the Russia situation, and what could happen 
potentially if players went back there. And I know a lot of NHL teams 
cautioned their players not to go back there. And then coincidentally, Kirill 
Kaprizov wound up in a political ping pong game. First of all, how 
involved were you in helping the Wild come a resolution to help him get 
out? And are you concerned that players after this season are going to 
now go back or should they use Kirill’s situation as a bit of a learning 
lesson? 

So, I mean, knock on wood, what I’d say the positive part of this is, other 
than the one Flyers goaltender, I don’t think we encountered major 
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issues in getting our Russian players back to North America. So that’s a 
good thing. In terms of the league’s involvement, other than being briefed 
fully and kind of knowing status, there was really no direct involvement in 
any way. I don’t really know how to handicap how that issue evolves 
going forward, because the world’s an uncertain place and I don’t know 
what’s going to happen in the conflict. And I don’t know what’s going to 
happen in overall international relations between us and Russia. So it’s 
more of a, in some respects, making sure you’re plugged in, you know 
what’s going on, and reacting appropriately as events transpire. 

SOURCES: #mnwild’s Kirill Kaprizov leaves Russia early, will return to 
Minnesota Tuesday 

My STORY>>> https://t.co/8EaYrvS8HJ 

— Michael Russo (@RussoHockey) August 1, 2022 

World Cup, what’s the latest with that? And on a similar subject, right 
now, when do you have to make a decision if Russia’s going to be 
involved? Obviously, right now, I would assume they’re not. When do you 
have to make first the decision on the World Cup, then in terms of 
Russia? 

I think your ordering is correct, probably. We’re working on a regular 
basis on World Cup issues with the Players’ Association and with the 
international hockey community. Whether it be the individual federations 
or the IIHF. And so we’re working through those issues. We’re also out in 
the market with respect to some of the commercial aspects of the World 
Cup. So progress is being made. I would imagine, at some point in the 
relatively near future, we’ll have to be in a position where we announce 
certain decisions as to kind of what’s been finalized and what needs to 
be done, continue to be done. And Russia participation or not, is 
probably one of those decisions we need to make. I don’t feel any 
necessary time pressure, currently, on that issue. But obviously, it’s 
something that has to be resolved in the relative near term. 

Last I looked, the critical date calendar wasn’t out. Is that on the horizon? 

Yeah, it is. There were a couple of open issues that we still needed input 
from the Players’ Association on. I expect, obviously, it’ll be out before 
the start of the regular season. I promised one of your colleagues that I 
thought it was coming out this week, but I don’t think, on reflection, it is. 

I’m guessing I know who the colleague is. Did he just come back from the 
cottage after two months away? 

Maybe, but you have a lot of colleagues who do that. 

Yeah, that’s true. 

So I haven’t gotten back to him yet, I owe him an answer. 

The Athletic’s Pierre LeBrun is the mystery reporter Daly referred to in 
regards to the NHL’s critical date calendar. (Michael Russo / The 
Athletic) 

By the way, 2025, is that still the estimation of when the cap could really 
start to take a big jump? 

So I would say we exceeded our expectations this year on revenue. And 
even our forecast, which is done fairly late in the season, we exceeded 
pretty dramatically. So a lot of the escrow balance actually got paid back 
this year, certainly more of it than we had originally projected. I think the 
most likely answer is, we’re tying the cap to revenues again in the 
summer of 2024. Which would mean one more year of a million dollar 
increase in the summer of 2023, and then a tied cap starting in 2024. So, 
I think, that’s the most likely scenario at this point. 

Sean and I have had the pleasure all morning and this weekend talking 
to a lot of your great, young players in this game talking to guys like 
(Trevor) Zegras and the Hugheses and Tkachuks and all these kids. How 
just excited are you right now about where the game’s at? Not just the 
product on the ice, but the personalities that are coming down the pike 
here. 

Yeah, I think both. And we were just having a similar conversation about 
how impressed I am with the players who are here and then my 
conversations I’ve had with them. They’re really good young men, and 
obviously, great talented athletes. I do think we are starting to see 
players … show more personality, be more of themselves, be open with 
being themselves. And less of a regimented mentality of kind of team 
only, nothing outside the dressing room kind of mentality. So I think it’s 
actually been refreshing to see and exciting to see. And I think it 
broadens the appeal in our sport when players have personalities. 
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Gaudreau, Leafs goalies and more: Rating the East’s offseason 
headlines in the Bizarro-meter 

 

Sean McIndoe13-17 minutes 21/09/2022 

 

On Tuesday, we dusted off the offseason bizarro-meter and gave it a 
good workout going through the Western Conference. We looked at 
some big swings in Calgary, an international drama involving Minnesota, 
a deposed captain in Winnipeg, and lots more. It got weird, which is kind 
of the entire point. 

Today, it’s the East. As always, we’re ranking each team by how bizarre 
their offseason was, with the important caveat that “bizarre” does not 
necessarily mean “bad.” We want the teams that surprised us, whether 
that was with something positive, negative or somewhere in between. 

We’ll go by divisions, starting in the Metro and working our way from the 
least to most bizarre. 

Metro Division 

New York Rangers 

The offseason so far: It was mostly a status quo offseason after last 
year’s far more newsworthy summer. They did trade Alexandar Georgiev 
to Colorado and Nils Lundkvist to Dallas, re-signed Kaapo Kakko on a 
tidy bridge deal, lost Ryan Strome and Andrew Copp to free agency, and 
named Jacob Trouba captain. 

But their strangest story was: They bet big on Vincent Trocheck, no 
doubt hoping he can duplicate the production he had for whatever team it 
was he played for last year. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.8/10. They made some moves, but in terms of 
weirdness, there’s not all that much to see here. 

Washington Capitals 

The offseason so far: They added forward depth in Dylan Strome and 
Connor Brown, but will start the season without Tom Wilson and Nicklas 
Backstrom. 

But their strangest story was: Finally addressing the goaltending by 
trading Vitek Vanecek and signing Darcy Kuemper to a big-money deal. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 4.5/10. It’s not often you can find the most recent 
Cup-winning goalie on the UFA market, and the Capitals snapped him 
up. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

The offseason so far: They signed Paul Stastny and extended Martin 
Necas, along with a handful of smaller moves. Also, they gave Don 
Waddell a new contract before he started interviewing with other teams, 
which was a nice change. 
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But their strangest story was: Acquiring Brent Burns and Max Pacioretty 
in exchange for (checks notes) essentially nothing. Huh, apparently 
managing the salary cap has benefits. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.9/10. It’s not that getting multiple free all-stars 
wasn’t impressive, but after recent offseasons the Hurricanes are like the 
gifted kid who gets an A- on the exam. I’m not disappointed, but I know 
they’re capable of so much more. 

New Jersey Devils 

The offseason so far: The perpetual offseason champions had another 
decent summer, albeit one that featured solid additions like Ondrej Palat 
and Erik Haula instead of any big names. On that note, they didn’t get 
Johnny Gaudreau or Matthew Tkachuk, and it sounds like they didn’t get 
all that close, but they would like you to know that they tried. 

But their strangest story was: Knowing they desperately needed a goalie, 
the Devils turned to the Capitals, who also desperately needed a goalie, 
and said “Hey can we have your goalie?” Problem solved, I guess. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.1/10. They also hired Jack Adams finalist 
Andrew Brunette as “associate coach,” which I guess sounds better than 
“guy we’re promoting when we fire Lindy Ruff in early-November.” 

New York Islanders 

The offseason so far: [tumbleweed full of chirping crickets blows by] 

OK, they weren’t completely absent, but it felt that way. That was 
especially true when it came to Johnny Gaudreau, who we figured would 
have some interest in playing close to home, or maybe a late-summer 
Nazem Kadri signing. The Isles didn’t have the cap room, and couldn’t 
find it in time. 

But their strangest story was: Watching a big chunk of the fan base finally 
turn on Lou Lamoriello. The guy has been bulletproof for a long time, and 
you can understand why given what he did in New Jersey. He’s always 
been a bit of an eccentric character, and that plays when you’re winning. 
But when you whiff on improving a so-called contender that just missed 
the playoffs, patience starts to wear thin. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.4/10. It’s been a tough year for Islander fans. 
Let’s maybe give them a home game in October this year, just as a treat. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

The offseason so far: They hired John Tortorella, drafted a dude named 
Cutter, and signed a few veterans. They also bought out Oskar Lindblom, 
who is an inspirational hero, and traded for Tony DeAngelo, who is not. 

But their strangest story was: Admitting that they didn’t even try to land 
hometown boy Johnny Gaudreau because it was too hard. You’re not 
supposed to say that stuff out loud, guys! 

The juxtaposition here is very telling pic.twitter.com/qlSMGN8Cpt 

— Pete Blackburn (@PeteBlackburn) July 14, 2022 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.7/10. Between Tortorella and the roster and the 
cap crunch and the exasperation of the fan base, the trainwreck potential 
here is off the charts. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

The offseason so far: They traded for Jeff Petry and moved on from John 
Marino. But the big story was always going to be their own pending free 
agents, as they had to figure out if they could bring back Evgeni Malkin, 
Kris Letang and Bryan Rust. We all assumed Rust would be a strong 
third on the priority list, so when they signed him first it looked like one or 
both of Malkin and Letang might leave. As time went on, it became clear 
that would be happening, and the Penguins’ core would finally be broken 
up for the first time in a generation. 

But their strangest story was: They ended up signing Letang and Malkin 
after all. So, never mind I guess. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.8/10. The Malkin stuff was especially weird, but 
all’s well that ends well. They kept the band together, let’s see if they can 
still play. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

The offseason so far: They signed Erik Gudbranson and re-signed Patrik 
Laine, both for a little too much money. I think that was pretty much it. 

But their strangest story was: Oh right, they also signed the single 
biggest star on the UFA market. And all things considered, they got him 
at a very reasonable price, despite nobody even thinking they were in the 
running. Not bad, considering he didn’t even visit the city until the deal 
was already done. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.8/10. This one’s a bit tough because, from the 
Blue Jackets’ perspective, there was nothing especially strange about the 
Gaudreau signing. One of the league’s most exciting players calls up and 
says he wants to play for you, you roll up your sleeves and get the deal 
done, even if you have to shuffle off a good player to make room. But the 
signing was so stunning for the rest of us that I have to give it high 
marks. 

Atlantic Division 

Buffalo Sabres 

The offseason so far: It was, as one fan blog put it, “boring and 
uneventful, but that was a good thing.” There’s a plan in Buffalo, and this 
was a summer where that meant staying the course. At least they weren’t 
selling. 

But their strangest story was: The Tage Thompson extension seems 
dicey for a guy coming off a career-high shooting percentage. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 2.7/10. They also tried to trade for Matt Murray, 
but he wouldn’t waive his no-trade clause. Sure dodged a bullet there, he 
said, before taking a big sip of water and checking where Murray ended 
up. 

Detroit Red Wings 

The offseason so far: They signed a whole lot of guys. Some of them are 
good, some of them not so much, and none of them are superstars. But 
GM Steve Yzerman brought in enough help that Dom’s model thinks they 
improved more than any other team. That should give new head coach 
Derek Lalonde more to work with than Jeff Blashill had. 

But their strangest story was: Signing David Perron to an NHL contract. 
Wait, only the Blues are allowed to do that! 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.5/10. Busy? Absolutely. Newsworthy? Sure. But 
given how long the rebuild has been going, the only bizarre thing about 
Yzerman’s offseason was that he waited this long. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The offseason so far: The cap continued to hack away at the East’s best 
team, as they had to trade Ryan McDonagh and couldn’t keep Ondrej 
Palat. 

But their strangest story was: Signing Mikhail Sergachev, Anthony Cirelli 
and Erik Cernak to eight-year extensions, plus seven for pending free 
agent Nick Paul. That seems like a lot, but when you’ve won multiple 
Stanley Cups, you can understand wanting to lock in as many players as 
you can. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 3.7/10. Those extensions aren’t likely to age well, 
but flags fly forever. 

Boston Bruins 

The offseason so far: It took a while, but they re-signed Patrice Bergeron 
and brought back David Krejci, both on team-friendly deals that carry 
bonuses that won’t hit the cap until next year. They also traded for Pavel 
Zacha from the Devils. Oh, and Don Sweeney got an extension. 
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But their strangest story was: Firing Bruce Cassidy, one of the better 
coaches in the league. It might work – sometimes, even very good 
coaches wear out their welcome, and it was nice to see Jim Montgomery 
get another shot. But for a team that’s clearly trying to squeeze one more 
run out of an aging core, you wonder if they didn’t take a step back 
behind the bench. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 5.4/10. Montgomery will get to prove himself early, 
with a big chunk of the roster out for the start of the season. 

Ottawa Senators 

The offseason so far: It was… good? Senators fans are… happy? Man, 
this did get weird. 

There’s no way around it, GM Pierre Dorion had himself a summer. He 
landed Alex DeBrincat and Claude Giroux, dumped most of Matt 
Murray’s contract, and got several key pieces locked up to long-term 
deals. It maybe wasn’t quite a perfect offseason, but for a team that 
knows what it’s like to endure a historically bizarre summer, this was 
pretty much everything they could have hoped for. 

But their strangest story was: Parting ways with Pierre McGuire, only 
because it made all of us go “Oh yeah, I guess they did hire Pierre 
McGuire.” 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 6.7/10. We’ll see if it translates to a playoff push, 
but either way, a long-suffering fan base deserved an offseason of 
positivity. I stand by the Wilson Phillips thing, by the way. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

The offseason so far: It was largely what we’ve come to expect from a 
Maple Leafs offseason in the Kyle Dubas era: Some painful cap 
casualties (Ilya Mikheyev), some smart bets on cheap depth pieces 
(including Nicolas Aube-Kubel, Zach Aston-Reese and Adam Gaudette), 
at least one slightly more expensive bet they’ll probably regret (Calle 
Jarnkrok), a big name taking a huge hometown discount (Mark 
Giordano), and absolutely no change to the core so don’t even ask. No 
news on the Rasmus Sandin dilemma yet, though. 

But their strangest story was: Watching Dubas basically bet his job on 
Matt Murray and Ilya Samsonov. Look, it could work because goalies are 
weird and the team in front of them matters. But Murray wasn’t good at 
all in Ottawa, hasn’t had a decent season in three years, and now heads 
to one of the league’s most intense markets to replace a popular starter 
on a team facing more pressure to win than just about anyone. That’s… 
certainly a choice. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.5/10. Even months later, the Murray gamble 
feels mind-boggling, especially coming just days after the Leafs gave up 
a first-round pick to undo the Petr Mrazek mistake. This is either going to 
make Dubas look very smart, or very unemployed. 

I’ve had some smart people make the case for Murray to me, so I’ve 
downgraded my panic level here from “this would be a guaranteed 
disaster” to “this would be an enormously risky move that could cost 
people their jobs if it was a disaster, which it definitely could be”. 
https://t.co/w5v0qc2jwJ 

— Down Goes Brown (@DownGoesBrown) July 11, 2022 

Montreal Canadiens 

The offseason so far: It’s been pretty much nonstop headlines for last 
year’s worst team. They kept Martin St. Louis as coach, won the lottery 
for the first overall pick, didn’t use that pick on the player that everyone 
except Cory Pronman thought they’d take, made two big draft floor 
trades, moved the Shea Weber contract, probably closed the door on 
Carey Price’s career, traded Jeff Petry, took Sean Monahan’s contract, 
and named Nick Suzuki captain. Take a breath, guys, Arpon might need 
to sleep. 

But their strangest story was: The never-ending list of conditions on the 
Monahan trade, not to mention the fact that it all could mean that the 

Canadiens just traded for a first-round pick in 2026. I would watch a full-
length documentary series just on how those conditions were negotiated. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 7.7/10. They’re still going to be bad, but they 
weren’t boring. 

Florida Panthers 

The offseason so far: Oh, not much besides following the best season in 
team history with both a coaching change and one of the biggest 
blockbuster trades of the cap era. We often criticize teams for resting on 
their laurels, but after a 122-point season, you could understand it. Not in 
Florida, though, where a second-round exit obviously wasn’t good 
enough. 

Moving on from Andrew Brunette was surprising. Sending both Jonathan 
Huberdeau and MacKenzie Weegar (and a first-round pick!) to Calgary in 
the Matt Tkachuk trade was downright shocking. They even got Tkachuk 
signed to a risky but reasonable contract, thanks in part to working out 
the first legitimate sign-and-trade in NHL history. 

Was it smart? I have no idea. But I loved it. 

But their strangest story was: They didn’t win a game in the second 
round, so they replaced Brunette with Paul Maurice, who has managed 
to win a game in the second round in just one of his last 12 seasons. 

Bizarro-meter ranking: 8.2/10. We didn’t even get into all of the useful 
players they lost in free agency, so they’re almost certainly worse. But 
Bill Zito is going for it instead of playing it safe, so he might be my new 
favorite GM. 
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NHL Player Tiers: From Seth Jones to Alex Ovechkin, whose placement 
did we disagree on most? 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn, Corey Pronman, Shayna Goldman, Sean Gentille11-
14 minutes 21/09/2022 

 

Last Thursday we unveiled a list of the Top 100 players in hockey going 
into the 2022-23 season, separated into tiers. It was an exhaustive 
project, meant to bridge the gap between analytical and traditional minds 
when it comes to evaluating players. That meant collecting opinions from 
across the league. 

What we learned: everyone has their favorites. 

Hockey is a very difficult game to judge in terms of value, because what 
one person values may be drastically different from the next. It might be 
why trades are so difficult to come by as teams may simply not see eye-
to-eye when it comes to how good a player is. That’s kind of the point of 
making this list in the first place: creating a bit of a consensus list based 
on the trusted viewpoints of hockey insiders with the cold hard data from 
respected analysts. 

But that also meant our own disagreements from the final list. The four of 
us — Sean, Shayna, Dom and Corey — all had our own favorite players 
we wish were higher. We also had players we wish were lower. We’re all 
proud of the final list and happy with the collaborative effort, but that 
doesn’t mean we wouldn’t change a few things with full control. 

If we did, these are the eight players who would’ve been moved up or 
down … depending on who you ask. 

Sean 

Andrei Svechnikov 
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Huh, this was tougher than I thought. Guess I won most of my 
arguments. That said, for the second straight season, I think I was a bit of 
a dissenting voice on Svechnikov. This is where I’m obligated to say how 
good he is, no matter what, and how much I like him (professionally and 
personally), and talk about how good he is with kids and animals, and 
link to a Twitter of him doing something cute … whatever it takes. We 
love all these players with all our hearts — especially the ones you like 
the most. 

That said, I’m not sold on placing him one sub-tier behind the best 
wingers in the game. I’m not sold on running him alongside Alex 
Ovechkin and Patrick Kane, no matter how old they are. And I’m not 
quite down with predicting a major uptick in projection for a second 
consecutive season. At 22, in his fifth season, he’s approaching “he is 
what he is” territory. 

And don’t get me wrong; I’ll take a 30-goal, play-driving power forward on 
my first line any moment of any day, but the standard for wingers in our 
little exercise is high, and we rarely give them the benefit of a generous 
projection. I’m not sure why he’s the exception to the rule for a second 
consecutive season. So it’s a minor tweak, but for now — and for at least 
one more season — he’s a sub-tier higher than he should be. Mix in a 
brutal playoff and the call gets a little easier. 

Jordan Kyrou 

I’m aware of Kyrou’s defensive issues — as Craig Berube certainly 
seems to be — but I still think he showed enough last season to land 
somewhere above 4C. It’s simple enough; he’s a young winger coming 
off a remarkably productive offensive season. He’s gotten better, year 
over year, and I’m willing to bet that his five-on-five defense gets up to an 
acceptable level when you factor in what he brings elsewhere. 

Basically, if this is who he has — if he never improves, despite showing 
himself to be a guy who does just that with each passing season — what 
he brings to the table already makes him a top-100 player for me. He 
deserves the same benefit of the doubt we extended to guys like Jack 
Hughes and Trevor Zegras. 

Shayna 

Seth Jones 

Tier 4A is filled with flawed top-pair defenders, but I think Jones’ flaws 
should push him down a sub-tier, at least. He’s two seasons removed 
from being the rover in Columbus which earned him the reputation that 
he currently has. And sure, the teams around him have really 
disintegrated; the Blue Jackets’ stock fell in his last season there and the 
Blackhawks are abysmal. While the quality of the team around him is 
obviously out of his control, he’s not separating himself enough from his 
teammates. 

On the surface, it’s easy to say he’s coming off a 51-point season which 
was the second best of his career, so there’s no way his play has actually 
suffered. But there are a few red flags below the surface for Jones. His 
on-ice numbers are the worst of his career. That isn’t entirely surprising 
considering the quality of his teams, but Jones really isn’t that much of a 
positive influence relative to his teammates. And those concerning trends 
trickle into his microstats as well, like the fact he’s struggling more with 
his breakouts and retrievals. 

At this point, there’s enough evidence to shift him lower — not 
necessarily off the rankings entirely, but a sub-tier or two lower because 
Jones hasn’t been at his best and likely isn’t going to get there this year, 
either. 

Jack Hughes 

Tier 3A is a very good place to be, but I actually think Jack Hughes 
should be higher. He’s the player that multiple sources pointed to as a 
riser who could find himself a full tier ahead a year from now. Maybe it’s 
banking a little too much on potential versus what we’ve actually seen at 
the NHL level so far, but I think there’s enough for that bump up to at 
least 2C for the time being. 

Two key things stand out for Hughes: his progress from his rookie year 
and the level he played at when healthy in 2021-22. After an awful year, 
Hughes progressed in his sophomore season without the results to show 
for it. Then he popped off with 56 points in 49 games when healthy last 
year, scoring at an 84-point pace. 

At five-on-five last season, Hughes was an excellent source of offense; 
he was a positive for the Devils, relative to his teammates in shot volume 
and quality and in goal scoring. Hughes was one of the top forwards at 
bringing the puck into the offensive zone with control, oftentimes just 
carrying it in himself; few players were able to match what he created in 
transition. And the center’s ability to maintain possession led to cycle 
chances as well. Along with his premier playmaking, Hughes generated a 
high rate of scoring chances himself and, unlike in his second NHL 
season, had the finishing talent to make an impact with those shots. 

That three-year foundation — especially the awful first season — weighs 
down his projection for 2022-23. But the growth over that span is what 
instills confidence in him to outperform it, along with the fact that he 
should be in a better position to succeed. Hughes’ 2021-22 play, and 
how it should help him hit the ground running this year, should power him 
up a tier. 

Dom 

Jason Robertson 

Last year there were four top lines who earned 60 percent of the 
expected goals together: Boston’s, Toronto’s, Calgary’s and Dallas’. 
Boston’s line is composed of three franchise players, Toronto’s featured 
one MVP and one franchise player and Calgary’s had two franchise 
players. Dallas? Not nearly as much love, not even close. Robertson 
ranked the highest in Tier 3C — a placement that feels far too 
conservative. 

It’s difficult for a top line to put up those kinds of numbers without an elite 
driver. The company Dallas’ line is in is telling of that. That’s part of the 
reason Robertson grades out so high by GSVA: He’s a big-time scorer 
and great things happen at five-on-five whenever he’s on the ice — 
especially offensively. Since entering the league, Robertson is one of 12 
forwards to be on the ice for over three expected goals for per 60 and 3.5 
actual goals per 60. Eight of the other 11 are in Tier 2 or higher and the 
other three are linemates of players in that tier. 

What makes it more impressive is that he’s doing it in Dallas, where 
offense is hard to come by. Relative to teammates, no one drives goals 
more than Robertson over the last two years where Dallas scores 1.14 
more goals per 60 with Robertson on the ice. He also ranks sixth in 
relative expected goals for. Combine that with a likely point-per-game 
season and Robertson projects to be worth four wins next season — the 
highest in all of Tier 3. And yet, there he is at the bottom of it. 

I see the reasons for putting him lower. His supercharged line makes it 
difficult to properly assess his individual value and he’s not the most 
dynamic player either. But it’s hard to ignore the results. I’d have him at 
the top of Tier 3. 

MacKenzie Weegar  

“The Big Mistake” is a difficult thing to shake for a defenseman and 
Weegar learned that big time this offseason after a massive one in the 
second round. 

Despite his modest price tag and the team’s lack of defensive depth, the 
Panthers spent the summer actively shopping him before including him in 
the deal for Matthew Tkachuk. His stock dropped heavily and that was 
reflected in this year’s player tiers where he stayed put in Tier 4A despite 
another excellent season. Last year, we wanted to see him deliver on the 
promise he showed in 2021. He did, but the drop in his league-wide 
reputation was difficult to ignore for the sake of the project. 

Personally, Weegar can play on my team any night and belongs 
somewhere in Tier 3. Over the last two seasons, Weegar has earned a 
58 percent expected goals rate which rates in the league’s top five 
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behind Charlie McAvoy, Devon Toews and Cale Makar — all while 
playing tough minutes. In 2021, his play away from Aaron Ekblad was 
exemplary and proof that he can drive a pair on his own. Last year he 
was the team’s best defender at limiting zone entries and by far their best 
puck-mover — not Ekblad. At five-on-five, the two have been equally 
efficient point producers with a points-per-60 right around 1.3 points, 
good for top 10 in the league. 

Weegar deserves a lot more credit for his play than he’s getting right 
now. While there’s some concern regarding how he’ll fare on a new team 
away from Ekblad, he should have plenty of support on a deep Calgary 
blue line. In all honesty, it’ll be more interesting to see how Ekblad does 
without Weegar. 

Corey 

Alexander Ovechkin 

I found myself on an island arguing that Ovechkin was a clear Tier 2 
player. I was quite surprised two years in a row how little support I got 
from my colleagues for him, especially after how productive he was last 
season. Yes, he’s getting older, he’ll be 37 at the start of the season, and 
eventually he’s going to hit a wall, and yes, he’s not the first guy over the 
boards I want for a crucial defensive situation. But Ovechkin is still a 
pretty special player. He’s a physical force to deal with given his size, 
frame, speed and physicality. He still gets buckets of chances due to 
those physical traits and his natural offensive touch. The last time he 
didn’t get four shots on goal per game was the 2016-17 season. I look at 
some of the wingers we have in Tier 2 and think he’s right there if not 
above some of them. 

Brady Tkachuk 

Tkachuk has emerged as a premier power winger in the NHL. He’s an 
elite scoring chance and shot generator, he was 10th in the league in 
shots on goal and is a unique type of player. His compete level is off the 
charts to go with his great size and skill, allowing him to dominate the 
high-percentage areas of the offensive zone. If the Senators make the 
playoffs anytime soon I think he’ll be a force in the postseason. He 
projects to be an impact forward for a long time and I think he will be just 
as good if not better than he was last season. He would be well into Tier 
3 for me, 3B at a minimum and arguably 3A. 
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It doesn't seem that long ago when the Colorado Avalanche won the 
Stanley Cup, then even more recently Juraj Slafkovsky was drafted first 
overall in a wild offseason that brought Johnny Gaudreau to the 
Columbus Blue Jackets, Claude Giroux to the Ottawa Senators and 
Matthew Tkachuk to the Florida Panthers. 

But now that fall is officially set to begin on Thursday, it's also time for 
training camps around the NHL to open, as we look ahead to opening 
night of the season on Oct. 11. 

To help get you ready for the next few weeks -- as teams decide on 
which players make the roster, and how their lines, D pairings and goalie 
tandems will shake out -- here are the biggest lingering questions for 
each club, courtesy of Ryan S. Clark, Kristen Shilton and Greg 
Wyshynski. 

Jump to a team: 

ANA | ARI | BOS | BUF 

CGY | CAR | CHI | COL 

CBJ | DAL | DET | EDM 

FLA | LA | MIN | MTL 

NSH | NJ | NYI | NYR 

OTT | PHI | PIT | SJ 

SEA | STL | TB | TOR 

VAN | VGK | WSH | WPG 

Atlantic Division 

Boston Bruins 

Big question: How well can Boston weather its early injuries? 

The Bruins will start this season with a seriously depleted roster. Brad 
Marchand had offseason surgery on both hips and will be unavailable 
until at least late November. Charlie McAvoy is on a similar -- and 
possibly longer -- timeline following offseason shoulder surgery. Matt 
Grzelcyk had a shoulder procedure done, too; he's out until November. 

That leaves the Bruins without two of their best defensemen and one of 
their best forwards (who led the team with 80 points last season) for a 
sizable chunk of the schedule. 

Will those absences spell disaster in Beantown? Or does the Bruins' 
depth hold up? It'll fall on new coach Jim Montgomery to keep his group 
on the rails. Veterans like David Pastrnak and Taylor Hall will be relied on 
more than ever to perform. Having Patrice Bergeron and David Krejci 
back in the mix helps too. Uncertainty still looms large, though. How 
Boston navigates those first two months might just determine the 
outcome of their whole season. It's a lot of pressure to put on those still 
healthy -- not to mention Montgomery -- and all eyes will be on how 
Boston rises to the occasion. -- Shilton 

Buffalo Sabres 

Big question: Has Buffalo finally found consistent goaltending? 

The Sabres have some dynamic young players in their midst (hello, 
Owen Power, Tage Thompson, Dylan Cozens and others) who will make 
this a fun team to watch. What Buffalo needs to complement those rising 
studs is better goaltending. The Sabres were abysmal in that department 
last season, rotating through six different starters and averaging 3.50 
goals against (eighth worst in the NHL). Have they found the right goalie 
tandem now? 

Craig Anderson was Buffalo's best option between the pipes in 2021-22 
(17-12-2 record, .897 goals-against average) but missed time early on 
because of injury. He's back with the Sabres again, joined now by free 
agent signee Eric Comrie -- who could be on the cusp of a real 
breakthrough. Comrie went 10-5-1 with Winnipeg last season, producing 
a .920 save percentage and a 2.58 goals-against average. At 27 years 
old, he's poised to take on the most starts of his career alongside 
Anderson, and based on past performance, that could be great news for 
the Sabres. 

There's a lot of belief around Buffalo that the team is turning a corner. 
Dependable goaltending would go a long way in seeing that come to 
fruition. -- Shilton 

Detroit Red Wings 

Big question: How good will Detroit be with its new additions? 

Red Wings' general manager Steve Yzerman came to slay this 
offseason. He signed Andrew Copp, Dominik Kubalik and David Perron 
up front, added Ben Chiarot to the blue line and Ville Husso to 
complement Alex Nedeljkovic in net. Yzerman also made his first head-
coaching hire in Detroit, replacing Jeff Blashill with Derek Lalonde. The 
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new bench boss has plenty of fresh talent to start with. Where will it all 
take the Red Wings? 

Last season, it was Detroit's defensive deficiencies that stood out. The 
Red Wings allowed the second-most goals against in the league (3.78 
per game) and the fifth-most shots (33.7). Addressing and improving that 
area will be critical from the outset for Lalonde, and the new guys should 
be an asset in doing so. Perron and Copp are both solid two-way players 
who will lead by example on the defensive side. Red Wings captain 
Dylan Larkin will also want a return to form in that area, after posting a 
2.95 expected goals against in 2021-22. 

Then there's Husso. He was a stud in the regular season for St. Louis 
last season and now has a chance to be Detroit's No. 1 in a tandem with 
Nedeljkovic. Detroit had a cumulative save percentage below .900 a year 
ago (Nedeljkovic was at .901) and Husso should push that number up. If 
he does, and if those other new players come out firing, Detroit could be 
flying high. -- Shilton 

Florida Panthers 

Big question: Has Florida compensated too much for its postseason 
failure? 

Florida won the 2021-22 Presidents' Trophy on the strength of its 122-
point season. General manager Bill Zito was a trade deadline darling with 
his acquisitions of Claude Giroux and Ben Chiarot. The Panthers looked 
poised for playoff greatness, but were swept away by Tampa Bay in the 
second round. That hurt. So much so that Zito turned sharply in another 
direction. 

Gone is interim head coach Andrew Brunette; Paul Maurice is behind the 
bench now. Giroux, Chiarot and Mason Marchment were all allowed to 
depart in free agency. Jonathan Huberdeau (who scored 30 goals last 
season) and MacKenzie Weegar (an underrated offensive defenseman) 
were swapped to Calgary in July for Matthew Tkachuk. It's a lot of 
overhaul in a short period, not unlike the one Florida went through after 
March's deadline. Those aggressive moves didn't pay off for the 
Panthers then. Will Zito's changes make a different impact on the team's 
trajectory this time? -- Shilton 

Montreal Canadiens 

Big question: How will Montreal manage its forward group? 

Canadiens coach Martin St. Louis won't be lacking for options up front. 
Montreal is brimming with young talents, from recent first overall draft 
pick Juraj Slafkovsky to newly named captain Nick Suzuki to fresh 
acquisition Kirby Dach to the still-emerging Cole Caufield. And those are 
just the guys in their early 20s (or teens, in Slafkovsky's case). The 
Canadiens have their veteran incumbents too, and even added Sean 
Monahan in the offseason. 

Monahan is currently on IR (as are Jonathan Drouin and Paul Byron) but 
once (or if) the entire roster is healthy, who will populate the Canadiens' 
primary forward pack? Will there be an emphasis on getting reps for 
those up-and-coming core players, or will the focus be purely on winning 
games? Montreal has no reason to rush anyone along -- they likely aren't 
a playoff team just yet -- but this is also the time to start building 
confidence in the team's foundation and future. 

Speaking of the future, what does that look like for Carey Price? Montreal 
isn't betting on Price to play this season as he continues rehabbing a 
knee injury but he will remain around the club. That's a good thing for the 
Canadiens, whose rising stars will especially benefit from Price's 
presence throughout the season -- even if it's off the ice. -- Shilton 

Ottawa Senators 

Big question: Is Ottawa a playoff team? 

The Senators haven't appeared in the postseason since reaching the 
Eastern Conference finals in 2017. They have surpassed the 30-win 
mark only once in the five seasons since. General manager Pierre Dorion 
is clearly tired of those results -- hence the bold offseason moves. Dorion 

traded for Alex DeBrincat, signed free agent Claude Giroux, swapped out 
Matt Murray for Cam Talbot in net and filled around the edges with some 
veteran adds. On paper, these Senators look fairly formidable. 

Ottawa's red flag is on the back end. If the Senators expect to push for 
playoffs, they'll need a defensive effort to match what could be a potent 
top-six attack. But Dorion didn't target much turnover for a defensive unit 
that was 11th in goals against last season (3.22 per game). Was that the 
wrong decision? It will fall on Ottawa's forwards to help improve the team 
defensively too, of course. But standing pat in terms of defensive 
personnel might spell trouble for Ottawa in its quest to rejoin the playoff 
field. Time will tell if Dorion put his eggs in the right baskets. -- Shilton 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Big question: How does Tampa reset after offseason subtractions? 

Lightning general manager Julien BriseBois prioritized taking care of his 
own last summer by signing Nick Paul, Mikhail Sergachev, Anthony 
Cirelli and Erik Cernak to long-term extensions. In the process, Tampa 
had to let go of Ondrej Palat (signed now in New Jersey) and Ryan 
McDonagh (traded to Nashville). Both Palat and McDonagh played major 
roles in Tampa's recent run of success. Losing them creates opportunity 
for others, but also potentially weakens the Lightning roster overall. 

Sergachev will have to take on more responsibility. Same for Paul, 
especially since Cirelli will be out of Tampa's top-six rotation until at least 
November. Brandon Hagel and Ross Colton have a chance to step up. 
Vladislav Namestnikov is a new face in the room this season, too. Tampa 
won't be lacking in choices; it's more a question of chemistry. What has 
made the Lightning so special is how they've come together and played -
- as the team so often states -- for each other. How will the departure of 
some beloved core players hurt that all-for-one mentality, if at all? And 
even with the right buy-in, can Tampa continue its spectacular run of 
success for another year? -- Shilton 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Big question: Did Toronto make the right wager on its goaltending? 

The Maple Leafs' goalie carousel is galloping into another season of 
(potential) uncertainty. Two summers ago, Toronto let former incumbent 
Frederik Andersen go to Carolina as a free agent in order to ride with 
Jack Campbell and sign Petr Mrazek to back him up. A year later, 
Campbell too left in free agency (for Edmonton), Mrazek was traded to 
Chicago and general manager Kyle Dubas replaced them with oft-injured 
Matt Murray (traded from Ottawa) and free agent Ilya Samsonov. Is that 
... better? We'll soon find out. 

Goaltending was an overall strength for the Leafs last season. Campbell 
went 31-9-6 with a .914 save percentage. Murray and Samsonov 
combined for 28 wins last year (granted Murray was limited by injuries 
and Samsonov split time with Vitek Vanecek). 

Toronto boasting elite scoring talents like Auston Matthews and Mitch 
Marner doesn't negate the necessity for reliable goaltending -- 
particularly when it comes to the postseason. Because in case you 
haven't heard, Toronto's lacking in recent playoff success. That hasn't 
been primarily because of poor netminding, but Murray and/or Samsonov 
will need to be in a strong, established position by then. Can they be that 
tandem the Leafs are looking for to compete -- and stay healthy enough 
to prove it? -- Shilton 

Metropolitan Division 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Big question: Who steps up to replace Vincent Trocheck? 

The biggest question the Hurricanes will have to answer is whether the 
offseason acquisitions of Brent Burns and Max Pacioretty can finally 
push them through the Eastern Conference bracket and into the Stanley 
Cup Final again. But since we're not likely to see Pacioretty until 2023 
after tearing an Achilles tendon, let's instead focus on the gaping void left 
by center Vincent Trocheck's departure to the Rangers in free agency. 
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Trocheck had 51 points in 81 games as the second center on the depth 
chart behind Sebastian Aho and ahead of Jordan Staal, playing the 
majority of his time with Andrei Svechnikov and Martin Necas. The 
common theory is that 22-year-old Jesperi Kotkaniemi will be given the 
first crack at taking over the second line, given the eight-year 
commitment the Hurricanes made to him last March. While his totals last 
season weren't overwhelming, he was tied with rookie Seth Jarvis for 
second on the team in goals per 60 minutes at 5-on-5 (1.02). There's 
also the potential to move Necas to his natural position at center, 
although he might not have the defensive chops for that assignment on a 
Rod Brind'Amour-coached team. 

The Canes have versatile veteran Paul Stastny as an insurance policy, 
but they'd love for a younger player to plant their flag on the second line. 
-- Wyshynski 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Big question: How does Johnny Gaudreau reshape the lineup? 

Gaudreau's arrival in Columbus sent shockwaves through the NHL 
during the summer. Now we'll get to see what kind of seismic shifts 
Johnny Hockey has caused within the Blue Jackets' lineup. It's expected 
that Patrik Laine, coming off a resurgent point-per-game season, will play 
on the opposite wing from Gaudreau on their top line. As great as 
Gaudreau can be as a playmaker, he can't do it alone. Please recall that 
Gaudreau played over 1,000 minutes at 5-on-5 with Matthew Tkachuk 
last season with the Flames, helping him hit 40 goals and break 100 
points for the first time in his career. Could Laine offer the same help? 

Boone Jenner could center the Gaudreau line. The 29-year-old had 44 
points in 59 games last season before a back injury cut his campaign 
short. He's got the size and physicality that could benefit Gaudreau, and 
played well with Laine last season. But when Jenner was out, Jack 
Roslovic was elevated to the top line and played well. Don't count him out 
of the mix. They're both likely keeping the seat warm for Cole Sillinger, 
the 19-year-old coming off a strong rookie season. How long before he 
earns his shot? 

Gaudreau's arrival means left wing Jakub Voracek gets knocked down 
the depth chart for Columbus. He tallied 56 assists last season and 
averaged 17:28 of ice time per game. If doesn't have Laine on his 
opposite wing, and with Oliver Bjorkstrand off to Seattle, do those 
numbers take a tumble? Or does Voracek play hip uncle to Sillinger and 
Yegor Chinakhov on another scoring line? -- Wyshynski 

New Jersey Devils 

Big question: Is the goaltending finally going to achieve some 
competency? 

The fact that the franchise of Martin Brodeur is now defined by 
goaltending inefficiency has "wishing on a monkey's paw" levels of cruel 
irony. Over the last three seasons, the Devils have the lowest save 
percentage (.906) of any NHL team at 5-on-5. The strides their young 
roster has made always turn into stumbles, as they're tripped up by the 
Devils' inability to get a save. 

This is the third straight offseason that GM Tom Fitzgerald has attempted 
to rectify that problem. He signed Corey Crawford in 2020, only to see 
him retire instead. He acquired Jonathan Bernier in 2021, only to see him 
play 10 games before undergoing season-ending hip surgery. 

Bernier is still under contract and the Devils count him as being in the 
goaltending mix, but the two primary netminders heading into 2022-23 
are former Capitals goalie Vitek Vanecek -- acquired via trade as a 
restricted free agent -- and 25-year-old Mackenzie Blackwood, who is 
entering his fifth NHL season. They hope Vanecek can be the stabilizing 
force that they hoped Crawford and Bernier would become, allowing 
Blackwood to find the form he showed during a 2019-2020 breakout 
campaign. The operative word here is "hope." -- Wyshynski 

New York Islanders 

Big question: How does Lane Lambert put his stamp on this team? 

The most well-known thing about the newest Islanders head coach is his 
association with the previous one. Lambert worked as the right-hand man 
for Barry Trotz over the last decade before finally getting his time to shine 
as a head coach. Are there philosophical differences in Lambert's 
approach to the game than his predecessor's, or is this a case of "same 
approach, fresh voice?" 

What's really intriguing about Lambert taking over is that the Islanders' 
roster is, by and large, the same one that missed the playoffs and got 
Trotz fired. Does Lambert run it back with some familiar line 
combinations? Does he do anything to address the diminishing returns 
on Mathew Barzal; like, for example, giving 22-year-old winger Oliver 
Wahlstrom the ice time that Trotz was reluctant to give him? What is a 
Lane Lambert team? -- Wyshynski 

New York Rangers 

Big question: What's next for The Kid Line? 

We ask about The Kid Line in abstract. Filip Chytil, Kaapo Kakko and 
Alexis Lafreniere were the beating heart of the Rangers during a good 
portion of their run to the Eastern Conference finals last season until 
coach Gerard Gallant broke them up. Maybe they ride again some day, 
but it's more likely that these three young talents will be sprinkled 
throughout the Rangers' lineup instead. It's just a question of where. 

Chytil might be the easiest to predict. He should be the team's No. 3 
center behind Mika Zibanejad and the newly acquired Vincent Trocheck. 
Lafreniere started to see some time with Zibanejad during the playoffs. 
One assumes he'll be given the chance to shine on the top line with 
Zibanejad and Chris Kreider. Then there's Kakko, the No. 2 overall pick 
in 2019 who was last seen getting scratched in Game 6 of the 
conference finals. They handed him a two-year bridge contract. They'll 
continue to challenge him until they know what he is. Does Kakko finally 
take the next step in his NHL career? If so, it could be on Trocheck's 
flank. -- Wyshynski 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Big question: John Tortorella. Philadelphia Flyers. So, uh, what does that 
look like? 

Torts leaves the ESPN television studio to return to an NHL bench, 
taking over a Flyers team that finished last in its division and has missed 
the playoffs for two straight seasons. It didn't take long for one of 
hockey's most combative coaches to make headlines in Philly, telling 
SiriusXM NHL Network Radio that he has "major concerns" about the 
Flyers locker room, and that "before we even step onto the ice, situations 
and standards and accountability in the room is forefront, and you can't 
get squat done on the ice until you get your room straightened out." 

We imagine he's not talking about the room's feng shui ... 

There are two things we know about Tortorella as an NHL coach. The 
first is that everyone will walk into camp with a clean slate, having yet 
earned nothing on his watch. The second is that he will attempt to turn 
the Flyers from an easy team to play against, having finished last in the 
Metro last season, to a Torts-tough group that competes every night. 
One of the more intriguing subplots: How his system could benefit 
franchise goalie Carter Hart, who showed some improvement last season 
after earlier struggles. -- Wyshynski 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Big question: Does "the band" have the right backup musicians? 

Sidney Crosby got his wish; Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang are, 
somewhat inexplicably, back with the Penguins on multiyear contracts. 
So is Bryan Rust. The band is back together under coach Mike Sullivan, 
who received his own contract extension. 

But Sid must be feeling even more déjà vu for the Penguins as he 
glances down the depth chart. Just like back in the days when Ray Shero 
was the general manager, Pittsburgh's bottom six and defensive depth 
could drown out the sweet music the band orchestrates together. 
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The Penguins have Jeff Carter and Teddy Blueger as potential bottom-
six centers. Danton Heinen, Brock McGinn, Kasperi Kapanen. Ryan 
Poehling, Josh Archibald and Drew O'Connor will be in the mix at wing. 
What trios emerge from that group to support the top two lines? Then 
there's the blue line. The Penguins are set on the right side with Letang, 
offseason pickup Jeff Petry and former Lightning defenseman Jan Rutta. 
But Brian Dumoulin and Marcus Pettersson have been inconsistent at 
best on the left side. Pierre-Olivier Joseph and Ty Smith are young, 
offensively gifted but defensively deficient. The Penguins have options 
down the lineup. Which ones do they roll with first? -- Wyshynski 

Washington Capitals 

Big question: What does life without Nicklas Backstrom and Tom Wilson 
look like? 

On paper, the Capitals enter the season without their top-line right wing 
and their No. 2 center. But Wilson and Backstrom are so much more than 
names on a roster. Say what you will about Tom Wilson -- and please, try 
to keep it PG-13 -- but he's the perfect complement to Alex Ovechkin and 
Evgeny Kuznetsov on the Capitals' top line. He's out for the first few 
months of the season after reconstructive surgery to fix a torn ACL in his 
left knee. Backstrom is a franchise icon who, when healthy, can be one 
of the NHL's most effective two-way centers. But "when healthy" is doing 
a lot of work here, as his offseason hip resurfacing surgery will put him 
on the shelf for an indefinite period of time. 

What does this do for the lineup? Let's start with Backstrom. The Capitals 
had limited salary cap flexibility, knowing that both Wilson and Backstrom 
could return this season, so they added former Blackhawks center Dylan 
Strome ($3.5 million AAV) as an option to replace Backstrom. Another 
option: Center Lars Eller, who has held down their third line. As a 
pending free agent, Eller probably wouldn't mind a showcase with 
wingers Anthony Mantha and T.J. Oshie. The wild card: Connor 
McMichael, the 21-year-old center. 

The Capitals might only be without Wilson for the first seven or eight 
weeks of the season, but they'll need to fill that role in the short term. 
Winger Connor Brown, added from the Senators, is an option. But Oshie 
has played with Ovechkin and Kuznetsov before and that trio has worked 
decently, too. -- Wyshynski 

Central Division 

Arizona Coyotes 

Big question: How competitive can the Coyotes actually be? 

There has been more than enough focus on where Arizona is playing this 
season, and what sort of experience that 5,000-seat facility at Arizona 
State University is going to provide for players and fans alike. But what 
about the on-ice product these Coyotes will offer? GM Bill Armstrong has 
gone all-in on rebuilding this team from the ground up, with the draft 
capital (31 picks in the next three years) and up-and-comers to prove it. 
However, the majority of those players just can't help make the Coyotes 
better right now. What sort of team will they be? 

Arizona has its core foundational players in the likes of Clayton Keller, 
Nick Schmaltz, Christian Fischer and Lawson Crouse. Karel Vejmelka 
will enter his second NHL season as the Coyotes' projected starter. And, 
at least for now, there are some veteran defenders patrolling the blue line 
in Jakob Chychrun, Shayne Gostisbehere and Troy Stecher (although 
who remains post-trade deadline is anyone's guess). After that, Arizona's 
forward depth is too many 30-plus skaters like Andrew Ladd, Zack 
Kassian and Nick Bjugstad, and their back-end options drop off sharply. 

There's an obvious emphasis on the long game for Arizona, both with its 
living space and its roster construction. How much that approach is 
affecting the Coyotes' present will likely become clear quite quickly this 
season. -- Shilton 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Big question: How do Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews fit into the 
rebuilding Blackhawks? 

Kane and Toews don't necessarily want to leave Chicago. It's possible 
neither player will. But the idea of a five-year long rebuild isn't appealing, 
either. 

It's become increasingly feasible that at some point this season, one or 
both could be sporting new sweaters. Because the Blackhawks appear 
headed for a nosedive so hard into the ground that they earn the right to 
draft Connor Bedard first overall in June. Does keeping Kane and Toews 
get in the way of that? Kane put up 92 points last season, albeit 
alongside Alex DeBrincat, who has since been traded to Ottawa. Toews 
is still a viable two-way center, even while not producing the same 
scoring numbers as at his peak. There's a market for those players' 
services, and whether Chicago opts to really explore that will be the 
Blackhawks' all-encompassing storyline from now until either a trade 
happens or the deadline passes. 

Kane and Toews have full no-movement clauses, of course, so any deal 
would have to be approved on their ends. Chicago wouldn't have been 
the dynastic club it became in the 2010s without their contributions and a 
perfect world might allow both to enthusiastically end their careers as 
Blackhawks. But what if the right offer comes along? An opportunity to 
chase another championship, rather than plod through more of a 
multiyear overhaul, could ultimately be too good to let slip. -- Shilton 

Colorado Avalanche 

Big question: Who will be the new second-line center? 

Go back to when the Avalanche were upstarts en route to becoming the 
eventual Stanley Cup champions. Finding a second-line center was a 
problem back then. That is what made getting Nazem Kadri in a trade 
back in 2019 so crucial. It gave the Avs that legimiate second-line center 
who could operate in a number of roles, which then allowed the front 
office the freedom to focus on other areas they needed to strengthen. 

Three years and a Stanley Cup later, the Avs are now trying to find 
Kadri's replacement. But this time, there appear to be internal candidates 
who could win the job. Whoever replaces Kadri as the second-line center 
will have to contend with the expectations he created. It appears the 
primary challengers could be J.T. Compher, Alex Newhook or Evan 
Rodrigues, who signed a one-year contract with the Avs on Sept. 12. 

Compher was one of the options the team looked to before they 
eventually traded for Kadri. Since then, he worked to establish himself as 
a third-line center who scored a career-high 18 goals and 33 points in 70 
games last season. Newhook was drafted 16th in 2019 with the 
expectation he could potentially serve as a top-six, two-way center 
capable of anchoring a line. He finished with 13 goals and 33 points in 71 
games in what was his first full NHL campaign. As for Rodrigues, he 
scored a career-best 19 goals and 43 points last season with the 
Penguins, while giving Avs coach Jared Bednar another forward who 
could either be used down the middle or on the wing. -- Clark 

Dallas Stars 

Big question: When does Jason Robertson re-sign with the Stars, and 
what could his next deal look like? 

Ideally, the Stars would likely want to re-sign Robertson before 
September ends or at some point in early October. The challenge, 
however, appears to lie in finding something that works beyond the 2022-
23 season. CapFriendly projects the Stars to have $6.335 million in cap 
space this season while being projected to have $29.26 million ahead of 
the 2023-24 season. Anton Khudobin and Joe Pavelski will be pending 
UFAs who cost a combined $8.83 million in cap space, while Denis 
Gurianov and Roope Hintz are pending RFAs who will also be in need of 
new deals. 

These are all factors that could be in consideration when it comes to 
creating a framework for Robertson's new deal. It amounts to Stars GM 
Jim Nill and his front-office staff managing cap space in a way that allows 
the franchise to re-sign a 23-year-old winger who is averaging 0.98 
points in 128 games while potentially having the flexibility to retain others. 
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As for what could happen? It is possible Robertson and the Stars could 
do a bridge deal as a temporary solution, with the plan of establishing 
something with more term and money. But that also comes with the 
possibility Robertson continues his trajectory and potentially raises his 
asking price, when signing him earlier might have cost slightly less. -- 
Clark 

Minnesota Wild 

Big question: Who could step up and help strengthen the top-nine 
forward group? 

Kirill Kaprizov went from 51 points to 108 in his sophomore campaign. 
Marcus Foligno had never scored more than 26 points in a season, yet 
scored 42. Frederick Gaudreau quadrupled his career high of 10 points 
to score 44, while Ryan Hartman had more goals in 2021-22 than he had 
in his last four seasons ... combined. Mats Zuccarello did something 
similar by scoring more points last season than he had in the previous 
two seasons combined. 

Having that particular quintet replicate, if not exceed what they did in 
2021-22 would help the Wild. Especially now that Kevin Fiala, along with 
his 33 goals and 85 points, is with the Los Angeles Kings. This is what 
makes the Wild so intriguing beyond the five players who set career 
highs. It is a team that will seek to capitalize off the continued growth 
Matt Boldy showed during his rookie campaign, when he scored 15 goals 
and 39 points in 47 games. 

But Boldy is not the only player whose contributions could prove crucial. 
A number of forwards, such as Tyson Jost and Sam Steel, are expected 
to push for top-nine roles. So is Marco Rossi. The Wild drafted Rossi with 
the ninth pick in 2020 with the aim he could someday become a top-six 
option after scoring 39 goals and 120 points for the Ottawa 67's in the 
OHL during the 2019-20 season. Rossi was limited to five games in 
2020-21 because of COVID-19 complications, but would return to score 
18 goals and 53 points in 63 games for the Iowa Wild in the AHL a year 
later. -- Clark 

Nashville Predators 

Big question: How does Nashville build on last season -- and define its 
top six? 

Retaining Filip Forsberg on a massive eight-year extension was the 
offseason move Nashville had to make. He'll rejoin Matt Duchene, Mikael 
Granlund and Ryan Johansen in the Predators' top six, and welcome free 
agent acquisition Nino Niederreiter to that group for this season as well. 
Forsberg (84 points in 69 games) and Duchene (86 points in 78 games) 
had career-best seasons in 2021-22, and along with Roman Josi's 
career-high 96 point campaign were major factors in the Predators 
getting back to the playoffs. 

The postseason is where Nashville fell apart. Starting goaltender Juuse 
Saros was injured, and Colorado tidily swept the Predators to an early 
summer. How does Nashville prevent that sort of outcome again? It 
starts with its veterans finding similar success, and figuring out who best 
fits in that vacant top-six slot. Philip Tomasino is entering his sophomore 
season but may not be ready for a full-time jump up. Tanner Jeannot had 
a strong rookie showing on Nashville's third line and will definitely get a 
look, too. Eeli Tolvanen could be a contender as well. 

Bringing Niederreiter in certainly gives coach John Hynes more options 
to mix and match. Striking the right balance will be key for Nashville to 
improve on its past accomplishments. -- Shilton 

St. Louis Blues 

Big question: How does life look without Ville Husso? 

You may have noticed that there is something of a theme developing 
when it comes to how the Blues find a solution to replace a goaltender. 
Kind of like how Carter Hutton and his 17-7-3 record left after the 2017-
18 season, only to be replaced by Jordan Binnington. Or how the Blues 
needed to find a suitable replacement for Jake Allen going into the 2020-

21 season. Every time the Blues are faced with this question, they come 
up with an answer. 

Could Thomas Greiss be next? Perhaps that is a question the Blues will 
be able to answer later in the regular season. For now, the expectation is 
Griess can work in tandem with Binnington to replace Husso, who is now 
with the Red Wings. It is just a matter of whether that tandem can find 
consistency. 

Husso went 25-7-6 with a 2.56 goals-against average and a .919 save 
percentage, while Binnington finished 18-14-4 with a career-worst 3.13 
GAA and a. 901 save percentage, another personal low. Griess won a 
combined 18 games over two seasons for a Red Wings team that was 
still building toward being more competitive. His time with the Islanders 
hypothetically offers more insight into how Griess fares in a tandem for a 
team with playoff aspirations. Griess won more than 10 games in five of 
his six seasons and was a three-time 20-game winner. -- Clark 

Winnipeg Jets 

Big question: Can Rick Bowness get the right buy-in? 

When Paul Maurice excused himself from Winnipeg's head-coaching 
post last December, the Jets were underperforming and in need of "a 
new voice," according to their departing bench boss. Dave Lowry filled in, 
Winnipeg missed the postseason and visibly frustrated top players like 
Mark Scheifele publicly questioned what direction the Jets were headed 
in. 

Turns out, they were flying toward veteran coach Rich Bowness. His first 
big decision was stripping Blake Wheeler of the team's captaincy, paving 
the way for a leadership-by-committee approach. On the ice, he'll aim to 
steer these Jets into calmer skies by cultivating a hard-to-play-against 
mentality that leaves room for creativity. Winnipeg struggled defensively 
last season as well (they were 13th in goals against), and a traditionally 
defensive-minded coach like Bowness will emphasize a 200-foot game 
from everyone (star skaters included). 

Will that be enough to satisfy a disappointed group in Winnipeg that's too 
often falling short of its own expectations? Successful teams are built on 
good structure. Bowness has 33 years of experience in hockey to lean 
on. He'll tap into all of it to design and implement the right plan for 
Winnipeg, one that he hopes can turn some frowns upside down in the 
dressing room. -- Shilton 

Pacific Division 

Anaheim Ducks 

Big question: What is the plan with their defense? 

This is a rather broad question, resulting from the Ducks' circumstances. 
A discussion can be held about how their defensemen will actually 
perform. Or about how free agent signing John Klingberg changes the 
dynamic in addition to the expectations facing the Ducks this season. For 
now? It appears the immediate concern could be determining what 
decisions Ducks coach Dallas Eakins will make with his pairings while 
GM Pat Verbeek examines the strongest approach to take when it comes 
to all the options within his organization. 

Eakins has nine defensemen on his roster. Verbeek added more 
experience in Klingberg and Dmitry Kulikov to go with what they already 
had in veterans Cam Fowler and Kevin Shattenkirk. Those four provide a 
contrast to the remaining five defensemen who are all younger than 25 
years old, with Jamie Drysdale being a member of that group. They 
signed another veteran in Nathan Beaulieu to a professional tryout offer 
while the experienced John Moore also remains in the system. 

It all amounts to the Ducks having options -- especially when three of 
their current defensemen are pending UFAs while three more are 
pending RFAs at season's end. Even how they manage those future 
contracts will be influenced by the knowledge that prospects Drew 
Helleson, Pavel Mintyukov and Owen Zellweger could challenge for 
roster spots in the coming seasons. -- Clark 
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Calgary Flames 

Big question: How will all the pieces work when it comes to replacing 
Johnny Gaudreau and Matthew Tkachuk's production? 

Replacing two forwards who combined to score 219 points last season 
was done by getting two more forwards who combined to score 202 
points, and a defenseman who scored an additional 44 points. This might 
be one of the simpler ways to describe the Flames' approach when it 
comes to using Jonathan Huberdeau, MacKenzie Weegar and Nazem 
Kadri to replace Gaudreau and Tkachuk. 

Natural Stat Trick's metrics reveal Gaudreau and Tkachuk were on the 
ice last season for a little more than 1,047 minutes of 5-on-5 ice time, 
while also accounting for 86 goals, 663 scoring chances and 259 high-
danger scoring chances in those sequences. It is possible the Flames 
elect to play Huberdeau and Kadri on the same line. But they could be 
tempted to split them up. One of the items that made the Panthers 
successful last season was their ability to have Barkov and Huberdeau 
operate on seperate lines. They had 204 minutes of 5-on-5 ice time 
together. But Barkov had 681 minutes in 5-on-5 play without Huberdeau 
over his 67-game season. Huberdeau had 805 minutes without Barkov, 
having played 80 games. 

One of Kadri's traits during his three-season stint in Denver was the fact 
he could anchor a line regardless of who was next to him. There would 
be times when the Avs would shuffle their second line. Plus, there were 
also occasions when Kadri filled in on the first line whenever Nathan 
MacKinnon was injured. Most of Kadri's 5-on-5 time was spent with 
Andre Burakovsky (1,281 minutes) and Valeri Nichushkin (645 minutes) 
over his three campaigns with the Avs, per Natural Stat Trick. Yet Kadri 
also logged more than 250 minutes of 5-on-5 time with wingers Joonas 
Donskoi, Gabriel Landeskog, Mikko Rantanen, Brandon Saad and J.T. 
Compher. 

Weegar's arrival comes with its own set of circumstances. He was on the 
ice for more scoring chances and high-danger scoring chances in 5-on-5 
sequences than any skater on the Panthers roster. Adding a puck mover 
like Weegar means the Flames have added to a defense that watched 
Rasmus Andersson and Noah Hanifin each finish with more than 48 
points. Altogether, the Flames are returning five defenseman who 
finished the regular season with more than 20 points. -- Clark 

Edmonton Oilers 

Big question: What will the Oilers do to become cap-compliant? 

Let's start here. Pending RFA Ryan McLeod still needs a new contract. 
Couple that with the fact Oscar Klefbom's and Mike Smith's combined 
$6.367 million cap hit are on injured reserve. Then there is there is also 
the consideration that the Oilers have $750,000 in dead cap from Milan 
Lucic's contract, in addition to a combined $3.416 million that remains on 
the books from the James Neal and Andrej Sekera buyouts. 

Figuring out how to navigate those items, among other details, is what 
Oilers GM Ken Holland and his front office staff must navigate in their 
trek to become cap-compliant. CapFriendly projects the Oilers are $6.781 
million over the cap. There are numerous avenues the Oilers could 
pursue in their plan to become compliant. Some of the hypotheticals 
include electing to move Klefbom and Smith to long term injured reserve, 
dressing a limited roster or attempting to shed salary through trades, 
among other options. -- Clark 

Los Angeles Kings 

Big question: Will this be the season Quinton Byfield breaks through? 

Rebuilding the franchise around players such as Anze Kopitar was the 
starting point. Signing free agents such as Phillip Danault was the next 
step. Together, the pair form a one-two combination down the middle that 
made the Kings formidable enough to reach the postseason for the first 
time in three seasons. Yet it is the promise someone like Byfield offers 
that only adds to what could make the Kings a long-term contender. 

He has the size and the ability to make plays, with a 6-foot-5 frame. 
Those are among the reasons why Byfield went second in the 2020 draft. 
But is this the season when the 20-year-old can make it all work? Byfield 
scored 10 points in 40 games last season for the Kings, while also 
scoring six points in 11 games in the AHL. His physical traits are why he 
carries high expectations. So does the fact he went second overall. 

Enough is in place to suggest the discussion around Byfield is a bit 
philosophical. He's only 20, which means there is time. But he's also 20 
in a league that has seen first-round picks become instant contributors. 
Look no further than Byfield's draft class. There are eight first-rounders 
from that draft who have scored more points and played in more games 
than Byfield to this point. -- Clark 

San Jose Sharks 

Big question: What changes will David Quinn and his staff implement to 
find more goals? 

Creating scoring chances and high-danger scoring chances in 5-on-5 
play was not a problem last season for the Sharks. They were near 
league average in those categories. What was an issue, however, was 
converting those chances into goals. The Sharks scored the fewest goals 
in 5-on-5 sequences while having the fifth-fewest shots in those 
situations. Furthemore, their shot-attempt percentage was 45.59%, which 
means maintaining possession was an issue for the Sharks. Only the 
Coyotes were worse at 44%, per Natural Stat Trick. 

Nick Bonino, Logan Couture, Tomas Hertl and Timo Meier accounted for 
49% of the Sharks' goals last season. But Jonathan Dahlen, Rudolfs 
Balcers and Brent Burns? The three players who finished fifth, sixth and 
seventh in goals are playing elsewhere this season. It's what makes the 
need to find supplemental scoring even more important. 

Sharks GM Mike Grier and his front-office staff believe free agent 
signings Luke Kunin and Oskar Lindblom can help in that area. Kunin's 
13 goals last season would have made him the Sharks' fifth leading 
scorer while Lindblom's 12 goals would have placed him in a tie for sixth. 
Nico Sturm, who also arrived in free agency, had nine goals last season. 
Those additions along with a fully healthy Kevin Labanc is expected to 
make a difference. Furthermore, could it be possible Thomas Bordeleau 
and William Eklund be part of the solution? -- Clark 

Seattle Kraken 

Big question: What impact will new goaltending coach Steve Briere have 
on the Kraken? 

Matty Beniers scoring nine points in 10 games last season has created 
Calder Trophy buzz in addition to excitement about what he could 
provide as a top-six center. Seattle unexpectedly drafting Shane Wright 
with the fourth pick has also led to discussions about whether or not he 
makes the Kraken's roster out of training camp. But an argument could 
be made that what Briere does with Philipp Grubauer and Martin Jones 
comes with a substantial amount of significance. 

Goaltending was a multifaceted issue for the Kraken. They signed 
Grubauer to a six-year contract worth $5.9 million annually, only to watch 
him go from being a 30-game winning Vezina Trophy finalist with the 
Avalanche to losing 31 games in the Kraken's debut season. Chris 
Driedger started to find consistency over the final months of the regular 
season, but he later suffered a torn ACL representing Canada at the 
World Championships. Driedger is expected to be out of the lineup until 
January at the earliest. 

Those season-long struggles are what eventually led to the Kraken 
moving on from goalie coach Andrew Allen and hiring Briere from the 
Maple Leafs. Another way the Kraken sought to address their goalie 
dilemma was signing Jones in free agency to create a tandem with 
Grubauer while Driedger continues his recovery. A Grubauer-Jones 
partnership gives the Kraken an experienced tandem that has played 
more than 660 NHL games. But it comes with the recognition that 
Grubauer and Jones also finished last season with a combined 3.30 
GAA. -- Clark 
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Vancouver Canucks 

Big question: So ... that Bo Horvat contract? 

That particular question has a chance to become a rather familiar one 
even after training camp and the preseason ends. Unless Horvat and the 
Canucks can get a deal worked out at some point. Until then? Horvat's 
contract has the potential to become a season-long talking point when it 
comes to the Canucks, their captain and the collective future of all 
involved. 

Horvat is entering the final season of a six-year extension that carries a 
$5.5 million annual cap hit. The 27-year-old is the longest-serving 
member of the team's current core. But he's also the only one who is not 
under contract after this season. J.T. Miller just signed a long-term 
contract in early September. That move comes in the wake of the 
Canucks re-signing Brock Boeser, Thatcher Demko, Conor Garland, 
Quinn Hughes and Elias Pettersson going back to March 2021, when 
Demko was the first within that group to sign an extension. Having those 
deals in place offers a sense of stability. 

How do the Canucks get Horvat to the same place? The Canucks are 
projected to only have $14.6 million in available cap space next 
offseason. Re-signing Horvat is only part of the equation. Former SKA St. 
Petersburg forward Andrei Kuzmenko is on a one-year contract before he 
becomes a UFA. There is also the dynamic in play with Travis Dermott 
and Nils Hoglander, who become RFAs at the end of the 2022-23 
season. -- Clark 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Big question: Who comes out on top in the goaltending competition? 

Place the goalie discussion on pause for a minute. The Golden Knights 
have quite a few questions going into camp. One is how will Jack Eichel 
perform in his first full season with the club. Another is: What will Mark 
Stone look like after having offseason back surgery? Signing Phil Kessel 
raises questions about the impact he could have. Bruce Cassidy's arrival 
comes with questions about what he can do to help the Golden Knights 
return to the postseason after missing it for the first time in the franchise's 
brief history. 

OK. Now, for the goalies. Robin Lehner's offseason hip surgery means 
he will miss the 2022-23 season. It leaves Cassidy entrusting what 
happens in net to the trio of Laurent Brossoit, Adin Hill and Logan 
Thompson filling in for Lehner. 

Brossoit and Thompson both won 10 games while playing for the Golden 
Knights last season. Still, Golden Knights GM Kelly McCrimmon brought 
in reinforcements by trading for Hill, who also won 10 games while 
posting a 2.90 GAA and a .906 save percentage while playing for the 
Sharks. The belief is that Brossoit, Hill and Thompson will challenge to 
be part of the tandem combination Cassidy is expected to use throughout 
the regular season. Plus, it is possible the Golden Knights could use 
Michael Hutchinson at some point in the regular season. Altogether, 
those four goaltenders have a combined 337 games of NHL experience, 
which falls just shy of Lehner and his 364 games. -- Clark 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs GM Dubas knows words are cheap, people 
want 'to see action' 

 

Kristina Rutherford@KrRutherfordSeptember 21, 2022, 3:43 PM 

 

TORONTO — If you saw Jake Muzzin’s bushy brown beard, and heard 
many of the questions lobbed at the Toronto Maple Leafs on Wednesday 

morning, you could’ve easily mistaken this team for one in the midst of a 
playoff run.  

As last season’s 60-goal scorer, Auston Matthews, put it: “Everybody, it’s 
on their mind: Playoffs, playoffs.”  

For anyone keeping count: That stage of the 2022-23 NHL season is still 
more than 200 days away.  

“I understand what it is, all that kind of talk and stuff, and rightly so,” 
Matthews, last season’s Hart Trophy winner, added, “but at the same 
time, we can’t fast-forward to the future.”  

Leafs on Sportsnet NOW 

Streaming Home of the Toronto Maple Leafs. Stream the most games at 
the lowest price, plus hundreds of other NHL games, the All-Star Game 
and Stanley Cup Playoffs. SN NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you 
choose how much hockey you want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

No we can’t, but nevertheless, post-season success was a focus of 
conversation at Toronto’s media day at the Ford Performance Centre on 
Wednesday, the last day before training camp opens. It was the 
expected chatter around a team that’s much the same as it was last year, 
a team that set franchise records for wins and points earned in the 
regular season, but once again exited the playoffs in the first round, 
losing in seven games to the defending two-time Stanley Cup champions 
from Tampa Bay.  

Mitch Marner was seven years old the last time this franchise won a 
playoff series, back in 2004. He’s from the Toronto area, and he gets all 
the anticipation, but he tried to keep the focus on the days and weeks 
ahead. “I’m sure you’re gonna be hearing lots of it, but from me 
especially,” Marner said, “you gotta take it day by day.”  

On Thursday, the Leafs are set to open training camp with two new 
goalies, in Matt Murray and Ilya Samsonov, and a few roster spots up for 
grabs, but with a core they’ve kept around to try to make a real run.   

“With regards to the season ahead, we’re extremely excited,” GM Kyle 
Dubas said, sporting a blue team zip-up and seated at a conference table 
in a room that had the feel and cozy pleather seats of a VIP movie 
theatre. Meanwhile, Leafs players were on the ice doing photo and video 
shoots.  

“It’s another chance for us to change the story,” Dubas added. “I know 
that nobody wants to hear what we have to say, they want to see what 
we do – to see action. And I know that a lot of people will want to say that 
that is going to have to come in the playoffs, which obviously we agree. 
We need to be better. We need to win come that time, we’re capable of 
doing so.”  

Dubas won’t discuss extension until his full 5-year term as GM has been 
completed 
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Dubas is in the last season of a five-year contract as this team’s general 
manager, and there were many questions about that, too, which he says 
he’ll address at the end of the season. He noted he “won’t let it be a 
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distraction.” This team is built on accountability, Dubas added, and “I 
believe I have to be held the most accountable.” 

The most accountable guy laid on the table what the goal is for this 
season, and it’s not just to make it past the first round.   

“Our goal is to win the Stanley Cup,” Dubas said. “So that’s what we’ve 
set our mind on today, and there’s no thought amongst anyone that 
works in this facility about anything less than that, and what the 
repercussions are going to be or not be.” 

That goal is of course front of mind for every member of this organization. 
“This is what makes it great, is the process and the journey here,” said 
captain John Tavares. “Hopefully we have a chance to break through.”  

“We’ve proven over the last couple of years that we can go on good runs 
and play really good hockey over a period of time and compete with the 
best teams in the league,” added defender Morgan Rielly. “We’ve done 
that during the regular season for long stretches of time; we haven’t been 
able to do that in the playoffs for long stretches of time. So it’s on us to 
get to that point.” 

Why Keefe is confident Maple Leafs will be top of the league again this 
year 
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Rielly says over the summer he was able to stop thinking about the 
disappointment of last season on a daily basis, but that it comes back 
now and again. “I think once you get back into the rink and back around 
your teammates and your friends and the guys, you kind of face it again 
and start talking about it,” he said. “It kind of comes and goes over the 
course of the season, and on a day like today you’re met with a couple 
questions, and then you’re thinking about it again.” 

For Muzzin, there’s comfort in having this core group together still, after 
that disappointment a season ago. “When there’s familiar faces and you 
went through the struggle together, it motivates you and your group to 
come out on the other end as well,” he said. “We know we have a good 
team, we have a good opportunity, and for me personally, you don’t get 
that all the time.” 

The buildup to the season ahead all starts in earnest tomorrow, at Day 1 
of training camp. But this team knows it’ll be judged on what happens 
more than 200 days from now. 

As Muzzin put it: “It’s time to push hard and to get over the hump.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / As Senators prepare for season with expectations, Hockey 
Canada investigation lingers 

 

Wayne ScanlanSeptember 21, 2022, 4:51 PM 

 

With an off-ice spending spree and marquee player additions, the Ottawa 
Senators have had a sunnier summer than most Canadians. 

So they will just have to live with the fact that a dark, persistent cloud 
lingers over them until the NHL completes its investigation into the 
Hockey Canada scandal pertaining to the 2018 Canadian World Junior 
team. 

Get caught up on the Hockey Canada investigation 

Hockey Canada, its finances, and internal reporting structure have been 
in the spotlight since it settled a June 2018 lawsuit brought forth by a 
woman who said she was sexually assaulted by eight Canadian Hockey 
League players. 

Stay informed with Sportsnet's latest coverage 

Support for survivors 

Eight players, including members of that team, have been accused of 
sexually assaulting a woman in London, Ont., following a Hockey 
Canada Gala in 2018. Two players from that team, Alex Formenton and 
Drake Batherson, are in the Senators organization. Batherson is one of 
59 players invited to training camp, who hit the ice Thursday – in fact, he 
is a top line winger. 

Formenton, meanwhile, has no contract yet as a restricted free agent. 

Senators general manager Pierre Dorion told reporters at a pre-camp 
briefing Wednesday that he cannot speak on the situation until it gets 
resolved. 

“I think we all want to have answers,” Dorion said, “but because of the 
NHL pending investigations, we cannot comment on it.” 

Dorion says the organization has been speaking to its players about 
hockey culture for some time now, and that as a parent and GM “I want 
to make sure we do everything the right way.” 

Dorion says Hockey Canada investigation has not impacted roster 
decisions 
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The GM added that the investigations have had no impact on any 
contract dealings with his players (the inference being, Formenton), and 
that different contract scenarios have been discussed with Formenton’s 
agents (Newport), the same agency that represented Brady Tkachuk in 
his lingering contract negotiations last summer. 

Later in the Q and A session, Dorion referred to Formenton and Tkachuk 
as “two major pieces here.” 

In the meantime, camp will get underway tomorrow, with high 
expectations and no Formenton at the rink. 

NHL on Sportsnet NOW 

Get NHL LIVE included with a subscription to SN NOW PREMIUM and 
stream over 1,000 games blackout-free, plus the 2023 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

Defence is the focus 
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The funny thing about adding talent up front – namely Claude Giroux and 
Alex DeBrincat while getting young stars Josh Norris and Tim Stützle 
extended to long-term deals – the worry then becomes the blueline. 

While head coach D.J. Smith, who joined Dorion at the media briefing, 
spoke about the pleasant problem of having too many scorers to fit on 
one power play unit (he is considering a two-unit system, like the St. 
Louis Blues), he admitted his camp focus involves the defence corps. 

“Where do people fit on the back end,” Smith said rhetorically. “Who’s 
taken a step, better than they were last year. It’ll be exciting for me 
there.” 

Dorion is still trying to improve his blueline, and it’s no secret he has 
been in the mix to try to acquire Jakob Chychrun from Arizona. He said 
he won’t wait to make improvements if they become available. 

As it stands, Thomas Chabot and Artem Zub are the top defence pair. 
Rookie Jake Sanderson is penciled into the second pair with Travis 
Hamonic. That leaves Nick Holden, Nikita Zaitsev and Erik Brannstrom to 
round out a group of seven. 

If the team and individuals are a cut above last year, Smith plans to 
reduce the ice time demands on some of his top players, including 
Chabot, who has been at or near the top of TOI charts the past few 
seasons. Part of growing into a competitive team is having different guys 
play extra minutes on a given night, depending on the circumstances. 
Chasing leads late in games meant Smith had to overplay Chabot many 
nights. 

Advice from Sanderson’s father 

By the time players reach their NHL, parents usually sit in the stands and 
keep quiet. But when a hockey dad is a former NHLer with 17 seasons of 
NHL experience, he might just catch the ear of an NHL coach. Such was 
the case when Jake Sanderson’s father, Geoff Sanderson, spoke to 
Smith about the approaching rookie season of son Jake with the 
Senators. 

“One of his things, for a guy who played a lot of games in the National 
Hockey League, was concern that an older guy be around his son to help 
him through the league, and I understand that totally,” Smith said. “I think 
a guy like Hammer (Hamonic), a guy like Holden, sitting near him (Jake) 
in the room, playing some games with him and talking to him is going to 
help his development.” 

While Smith is leaving the door open to different defence pairings, he 
likes the idea of the most experienced Ottawa defencemen being there to 
guide the 20-year-old Sanderson. 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman know their hockey. Whether it’s the pros 
or juniors, they are always plugged in to the latest news, rumours and 
stories that you should know from around the game. 

Link and subscribe for free 

Marek on Twitter 

Friedman on Twitter 

1A and 1B in goal 

It often gets lost in the additions at forward, but Ottawa’s goaltending 
situation should be a real source of strength for the club. Not only did the 
Sens move the contract of injury-prone Matt Murray to Toronto, they 
picked up Cam Talbot from Minnesota, to form a tandem with holdover 
Anton Forsberg. While Smith likes the idea of one goalie being a No. 1, 
he feels he has two really good goalies at his disposal. 

“This is as comfortable as I have felt about our goalies since I have been 
here,” Smith said,. 

Without naming his “1A” or “1B,” Smith feels that is how it shapes up, 
with lots of work for both. 

“There’s a few real big horses in the league that can play those big 
minutes in lots of games,” Smith said. “But what happens when that guy 
gets hurt? You need two guys.” 

Different air of confidence 

Smith believes the Senators are night and day different from the 
developing young group of the past few seasons. Now, he more or less 
knows who the starters are, and the focus is on winning, not player 
development. 

“I feel a different air of confidence in them,” Smith said. 

The players, Smith said, believe they are ready to become one of the 
really good teams in the league, and out of the doormat stage. That is 
one of the reasons players arrived early for camp and have been skating 
regularly – including an early morning skate prior to Tuesday’s charity 
golf tournament. 

“It’s clear to me that they’re sick of losing night after night and sick of 
being at the bottom (of the standings),” Smith said. 

“Part of the rebuild is getting beat up, and we took a lot of tough lickings 
a lot of nights,” Smith added. “These kids are excited to fight back for 
their city, and so are we as a coaching staff . . . at the golf course 
(Tuesday), people are coming over (to me) and are as excited as I’ve 
seen going into a season – now it’s up to us to make them proud.” 

To be one of those playoff teams, Smith says the group has to learn to 
have an even temperament, after wins and losses. Younger players 
sometimes take losses too hard and get carried away after wins. 

Consistent play and approach will look after the victories, Smith says, 
including to start the season, which has hurt Ottawa the last couple of 
years. 

Dorion added that expects this group to be playing meaningful games 
right to the end of the year. 

Chef added: ‘Food is their fuel’ 

Little things matter, and so it is that when some players spoke to 
management about improving the details of day-to-day experiences at 
the rink, the Senators listened. Changes in the players’ lounge, including 
better TVs and sofas, have been made. There is even better shower 
soap! (file this under details you may not have needed to know). 

As well, there have been improvements made in the team gym and a 
chef has been hired to cook for players post-game. The menu on team 
charter flights is also being amended. 

“Food is their fuel,” Dorion said. 

Norris wins fitness testing 

According to Smith, Norris won the fitness testing at camp Wednesday, 
followed by Mark Kastelic and Sanderson. 

In another camp note, forward Ridley Greig, who suffered a shoulder 
injury during the recent WJC in Edmonton, will skate Thursday in a non-
contact jersey. The team hopes he can be ready to participate in game 
action by the Sept. 30 game in Belleville against the Maple Leafs. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks Training Camp Preview: Are the young stars 
ready to win? 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnetSeptember 21, 2022, 1:46 PM 
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VANCOUVER — Everything has changed about the Vancouver 
Canucks, and nothing has changed about the Vancouver Canucks. 

Less than 10 months since the most sweeping mid-season regime 
change in franchise history brought coach Bruce Boudreau and president 
of hockey operations Jim Rutherford to the West Coast, the Canucks 
lineup’s strengths and weaknesses are largely as they were: lots of 
offensive skill up front that should make the power play formidable, a 
young superstar (Quinn Hughes) leading a defence that has questions 
about its bottom half, and a Vezina-capable goalie (Thatcher Demko) 
who must stay healthy and be near his best for the team to win. 

But there will be a fresh energy to this training camp, which opens 
Thursday in Whistler, with the new regime, new ideas and a completely 
rebuilt hockey-ops department. 

There are also some new forwards, notably former Toronto Maple Leaf 
Ilya Mikheyev and KHL free agent Andrei Kuzmenko. 

At least for the start of the pre-season, Hughes will be tried on the right 
side of defence, likely on an alpha pairing with Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

But the biggest change for the Canucks is the mindset expressed by new 
general manager Patrik Allvin, who helped the Pittsburgh Penguins win 
three Stanley Cups: Nothing these players have done so far has been 
good enough, so everyone needs to be better. 

It’s time for the Canucks young stars to lead the team back to the 
playoffs. 

Canucks on Sportsnet NOW 

Streaming Home of the Vancouver Canucks. Stream games all season 
long, plus hundreds of other NHL games, the All-Star Game and Stanley 
Cup Playoffs. SN NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how 
much hockey you want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

Current cap space: $586K (with Micheal Ferland on LTIR) 

General manager: Patrik Allvin 

Head coach: Bruce Boudreau 

Assistant coaches: Mike Yeo, Trent Cull, Jason King, Ian Clarke, Dylan 
Crawford 

Unsigned players: Danny DeKeyser (PTO) 

Why not making the playoffs would be 'a big disaster' for Boudreau and 
Canucks 
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ONE IMPORTANT QUESTION: Are they ready to win? 

Had you not witnessed it, it would have been difficult to believe the team 
that finished last season 32-15-10 under Boudreau was the same one 
that started 6-14-2 with former head coach Travis Green. Those final 57 
games created a lot of excitement and hope in Vancouver, but it also 
brings significant expectations and pressure to a team that has made the 
playoffs only once in the last seven years — in the bubble in Edmonton 
after a 69-game regular season. 

No wonder Allvin told Sportsnet: "Whatever people think of those last 50 
games, it wasn’t good enough because we didn’t make the playoffs. So 
let’s stop talking about it." 

The real Canucks are probably somewhere between the two extremes 
they displayed last season, but potentially much closer to the Boudreau 
version. They’ll have to be to make the playoffs. 

Demko is 26 years old, Brock Boeser 25, Elias Pettersson 23 and 
Hughes is 22. Leading scorer J.T. Miller is 29 years old, and team 
captain Bo Horvat 27, still in their prime. Defenceman Ekman-Larsson is 
31, Tyler Myers 32. 

If they don’t win now, when will they? 

Why Horvat and Canucks won’t be satisfied with ‘almost making playoffs’ 
this season 
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CAMP BATTLE TO WATCH: Who plays — and with whom — on 
defence? 

The Quinn Hughes Experiment will get lots of attention, and fans will be 
obsessed with forward line combinations as Boudreau utilizes upgrades 
on the wings by trying to create a balanced top nine rolled out with 
centres Miller, Horvat and Pettersson. But the most important decisions 
will be on defence, where there is potentially a huge dropoff after 
Hughes, Ekman-Larsson and Myers. 

Can rookie Jack Rathbone, who may be a kind of Hughes Lite, make the 
lineup and actually play on a second pairing where he could be mentored 
by Myers? 

Travis Dermott will be on the third pairing, but with whom? 

Tucker Poolman has reportedly recovered from his neurological 
problems (severe migraine symptoms) but must play better than he did 
last season to dislodge dependable, rugged veteran Luke Schenn. 

And then there’s local boy Kyle Burroughs, who finally became an NHL 
regular last winter and will fight to stay there. 

Allvin could yet ease some of the quandaries by acquiring another NHL 
defenceman to upgrade the bottom half of the defence, something he 
has been trying to do — without success — since last season. 

Miller expects Canucks to pick up right where they left off last season 
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PROJECTED LINEUP 
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Forwards 

Vasily Podkolzin—J.T. Miller—Brock Boeser 

Andrei Kuzmenko—Elias Pettersson—Ilya Mikheyev 

Tanner Pearson—Bo Horvat—Conor Garland 

Dakota Joshua—Curtis Lazar—Jason Dickinson 

Defencemen 

Oliver Ekman-Larsson—Quinn Hughes 

Jack Rathbone—Tyler Myers 

Travis Dermott—Luke Schenn 

Goalies 

Thatcher Demko 

Spencer Martin 

Extras 

F Nils Höglander, D Tucker Poolman, D Kyle Burroughs 
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Sportsnet.ca / Evander Kane back with Oilers, ready to build on last 
season's success 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecSeptember 21, 2022, 8:17 PM 

 

EDMONTON — Evander Kane arrived in Edmonton last January, and sat 
down in the same hot seat that Jake Virtanen inhabited on Monday. 
"Why," he was asked numerous times and in various different ways, 
"should the Edmonton Oilers give you a second chance?" 

"I think everyone in this room has probably made a lot of mistakes," Kane 
said that day. "They’re just not documented. They’re just not publicly 
recorded. They’re not questioned." 

"It was," we wrote in our column, "like Joey Chestnut saying, 'Hey, we’ve 
all had the odd hot dog…'" 

Kane promised that day that he was not the guy being portrayed out 
there, and that he’d prove it by being a good teammate and productive 
player. And you’ve got to admit, he fulfilled both of those promises — the 
second one in spades. He delivered 22 goals in 43 regular season 
games, and 13 more in 15 playoff games. 

Oilers on Sportsnet NOW 

Streaming Home of the Edmonton Oilers. Stream games all season long, 
plus hundreds of other NHL games, the All-Star Game and Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. SN NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how 
much hockey you want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

By all accounts Kane was a model teammate. According to general 
manager Ken Holland, in the exit interviews all of his core players 
recommended Kane be re-signed, a reuniting that seemed impossible 
between a cash-strapped club and a player who had just scored 35 goals 
in 58 games. 

There was no way the Oilers could sign Kane, we thought more than 
once. 

"You’re right," said Kane on Wednesday, the opening day of training 
camps across the National Hockey League. He left Edmonton last spring 
thinking the same thing — there’s no way he’s coming back. 

But then Duncan Keith retired, and that freed up more than $5 million in 
cap space. Then Zack Kassian was traded, and suddenly the Oilers had 
space and Kane’s phone was ringing. 

"The cap is a shitty thing for a player. Especially a good one," Kane said. 
"But now it's like, this is a great opportunity. This group, this organization. 
You know, from the top down with Kenny (Holland) and Jay (Woodcroft), 
Connor (McDavid) and (Leon Draisaitl) and those guys. It was hard to 
pass up and having an opportunity to truly compete for a Stanley Cup 
and hopefully hoist one here on a Canadian team. 

"Those are all things that, as a kid, you always wanted to do. I had an 
opportunity this off-season to hopefully start that. I wanted to be a part of 
it." 

Kane on signing a multi-year deal with the Oilers 
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The only comparison between Kane and Virtanen is that they've both had 
to deal with legal issues away from the game, and even those are not 
entirely similar. As players, Kane is a Rembrandt to Virtanen’s paint-by-
numbers. 

Kane is swift enough to skate alongside McDavid, with the mitts to bury 
pucks at a 0.6 goals per game rate last season. And his bite? It’s still 
sharp enough to intimidate, keeping the flies off of McDavid the way we 
once thought Milan Lucic might. 

"I’ve embedded myself in this team. I’m happy to be here," said Kane, 
who signed a four-year deal worth $20.5 million to play in Edmonton 
through his 35th birthday, and promptly bought a house here. "Honestly, 
ever since I landed at the airport back in January, everybody's treated me 
really well. The fans, the community have been great, and that only 
continued to rise as time went on. It was no different coming back for the 
opening of the season." 

Full disclosure: I wrote last January that the mistake wasn’t signing Kane 
to a half-season contract. The mistake, I said, was to give him a free 
agent contract in July, because his M.O. is that he gets comfortable and 
then goes off the rails. 

So, let’s see who’s right, and who is wrong. So far I’m feeling wrong, but 
the book on Kane’s time in Edmonton is still being written. 

Kane walks into this season as the guy holding down the most sought-
after winger position in the NHL: He’ll start the season and could play 82 
games next to McDavid. 

Now that he has settled his contract grievance with the San Joe Sharks, 
his focus can now be back on the ice. 

"Happy it's over and done with," he said when asked. "I won't get into too 
much, but it’ll probably be in the Netflix doc when I'm done." 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman know their hockey. Whether it’s the pros 
or juniors, they are always plugged in to the latest news, rumours and 
stories that you should know from around the game. 
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Link and subscribe for free 

Marek on Twitter 

Friedman on Twitter 

So we asked him about Virtanen, and what he might instruct his younger 
teammate on, as Virtanen tries to re-start his NHL career on a try-out 
with the Oilers. Virtanen stood trial in B.C. Supreme Court in July on a 
count of sexual assault, stemming from a 2017 incident in Vancouver. 
Virtanen claimed in court that the encounter was consensual and a jury 
of his peers found him not guilty on July 26. 

Some guys would take offence to the question, but not Kane. He dug in 
on Virtanen, using his personal experience as a guide. 

"He prevailed in court," began Kane. "You know, when you're dealing 
with tough situations, there are a lot of things that people like to 
speculate about. That people like to pretend they know about. People like 
to pretend to have insight, and a lot of that is BS sometimes." 

"It’s funny how time and letting things play out, how attitudes and views 
change," he continued. "How time allows attitudes and opinions to 
change, but at the same time, everybody has their opinion. I could 
donate $5 million to charity today, and somebody will find something 
wrong with it. That’s just the way social media, specifically, and the age 
we live in today. 

"So with regards to Jake, you know, he knows what he did. He knows 
what he didn't do. And that’s left with him to deal with." 

What we do know is how Kane performed on the ice last season. He was 
the best transaction in the NHL. 

What lies ahead? 

On the ice, I think I know. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Top 10 WHL players to watch for 2023 NHL Draft 

 

Sam Cosentino September 21, 2022, 7:16 PM 

 

Of the three CHL leagues, it was the Western Hockey League that came 
out ahead in the 2022 NHL draft, with six players selected in the first 
round. The mini 24-game bubble season in 2020-21 was followed-up by 
an in-conference only schedule last season. The WHL’s dedication to 
play at least some hockey during the pandemic shortened year proved to 
be hugely beneficial as many teams took the opportunity to go young, 
thus benefitting the 2022 NHL draft class immensely. 

Although last season didn’t feature typical WHL travel, it did still serve the 
league’s youth well.   

Through both seasons, one thing became clearly evident:  Regina’s 
Connor Bedard is the real deal. He put up almost two points per game in 
the bubble before starring for Canada at the 2021 U18 worlds. He 
returned to Regina last year, with a 51-goal, 100-point season. Finishing 
the incomplete world juniors from December, Bedard showed a different 
element to his game as he played a productive role at the start, but 
transitioned to a more complete role as the tournament progressed.   

The WHL draft eligible list is more than just Bedard, however. There’s a 
number of high-end prospects who project as first rounders. While they’re 
not expected to go in round one of the draft, the WHL provided all three 
goalies for Canada’s gold-medal entrant into the Hlinka-Gretzky U18 
world tournament. Carson Bjarnason sits at the bottom of this list, but 

both Scott Ratzlaff (Seattle) and Jackson Unger (Moose Jaw) should get 
plenty of looks.    

We’ll get our first look at several of those players as the league opens up 
Friday, with 16 teams in action. This list provides you with a good 
reference point for what should be another banner year in the Dub.   

WHL 

1. Connor Bedard, C, Regina Pats Sit back and enjoy the ride, he’s 
special.  

2. Brayden Yager, C, Moose Jaw Warriors His shoot-first mentality is the 
right approach for a player that has an NHL release with great accuracy.  

3. Zachary Benson, C, Winnipeg Ice Super slick, super smart and super 
skilled.  Should light it up in Winnipeg again this season.   

4. Riley Heidt, C, Prince George Cougars Possesses pro habits in play 
and in leadership.  

5. Nate Danielson, C, Brandon Wheat Kings One of the oldest players 
available for the 2023 draft, with a September birthday. Benefitted from 
playing in the WHL bubble at 15 years old, resulting in a point-per-game 
sophomore season in 2021-22.  

6.Tanner Molendyk, D, Saskatoon Blades Mobile defenceman who has 
an eye for creating offence. Plays with more bite than your typical 
offensive-minded d-man.   

7.Kalan Lind, C, Red Deer Rebels Despite his slim stature, everyone 
knows when he’s out there. He plays smash-mouth hockey and let’s you 
know it.   

8. Tanner Howe, C, Regina Pats As a late birthday, he put up over a 
point per game with the Pats in the 2021-22 season. Will get plenty of 
looks playing with Bedard.   

9. Andrew Cristall, LW, Kelowna Rockets Creative player who works well 
in tight spaces. Has the patience to open up his best option. 

10. Carson Bjarnason, G, Brandon Wheat Kings) The size (six-foot-three) 
plays, so to does his methodical way in playing the position. Moves 
quickly and efficiently. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Cap Comparable: MacKinnon’s record cap hit raises bar 
for next stars 

 

Emily Sadler@EmmySadlerSeptember 21, 2022, 10:57 AM 

 

The Colorado Avalanche locked up their biggest star on Tuesday, signing 
Nathan MacKinnon to an eight-year extension worth $100.8 million. 

The deal, which carries a $12.6-million cap hit once it kicks in ahead of 
the 2023-24 season, will make MacKinnon the highest-paid player in the 
NHL – just edging the $12.5-million average annual value on the deal 
Connor McDavid signed with the Edmonton Oilers in July 2017. That cap 
hit is projected to account for 15.27 per cent of Colorado's cap space. 

There are, of course, multiple ways to define “highest-paid” – there is the 
obvious AAV/cap hit, but that doesn’t always match a player’s total 
salary. This season, for example, McDavid has the largest cap hit at 
$12.5 million but will earn $12 million in salary on his deal. Per 
CapFriendly, the highest-paid player in 2022-23 based on total salary is 
Dallas Stars forward Tyler Seguin at $13 million, followed by New York 
Rangers star Artemi Panarin ($12.5 million). Five players – Panthers' 
Aleksander Barkov and Sergei Bobrovsky, McDavid and fellow Oiler 
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Darnell Nurse, and Sharks defenceman Erik Karlsson – will bring in $12 
million in salary this upcoming season. 

Any way you look at it, though, MacKinnon will be the league’s highest-
paid player both in cap hit and salary – he’s set to earn a whopping $16.5 
million in salary once his new deal comes into effect next July. (Rounding 
out the top five highest salaries next season? Dougie Hamilton at $12.6 
million, followed by Seth Jones, Kirill Kaprizov and Alex Ovechkin at 
$12.5 million. Alex Pietrangelo is sixth at $12.3 million.) 

Fresh off winning a Stanley Cup and with Colorado’s core locked in and 
ready for more, it was really only a matter of when – not if – MacKinnon 
would raise the bar for massive contracts. Long considered the league’s 
biggest bargain with the $6.3-million AAV of his current contract, he once 
alluded to taking less money again in favour of allowing the team to sign 
more players. But ultimately, there’s no question he’s proven his worth to 
the club. And in doing so, he opens the door for the next star player in 
line for a big payday. 

For simplicity’s sake — and to best illustrate cap trends — we’re fixing 
our focus and our definition of “highest-paid” on AAV, looking at the most 
recent contracts that have set new standards in cap hits. (Spoiler alert: 
All but one of these players was a first-overall draft pick.) From this, we 
can see how contracts have changed – and, of course, begin to project 
what MacKinnon’s deal could mean for the next highest-paid player. 

July 5, 2017: Connor McDavid signs eight-year, $100-million deal 

After drafting him first overall in 2015, then making him the youngest 
captain in NHL history, in 2016, it took all of five days into Connor 
McDavid’s window as an extension-eligible pending restricted free agent 
in the summer of 2017 for the Oilers to lock him up long-term and make 
him the league’s highest-paid player – and by a pretty wide margin. His 
$12.5-million cap hit came in at $2 million more than the previous high-
water mark. At the time of the signing, McDavid’s AAV accounted for 
16.67 per cent of Edmonton’s salary cap. 

McDavid, then 20, had one year remaining on his entry-level deal – no 
bridge deal here! – and had just earned his first trio of trophies as the 
2016-17 Art Ross, Ted Lindsay, and Hart recipient. 

The season after signing his extension, he again won the Art Ross and 
Ted Lindsay while still on his ELC — to date he has won a total of four 
scoring titles, three Ted Lindsay Awards, and two MVPs. This past 
spring, we also got a proper look at what a McDavid-driven playoff run 
looks like: In 16 games, the centre registered 10 goals and 33 points. 
The Oilers were ousted by MacKinnon’s Avalanche in the Western 
Conference Final, and yet, despite not appearing in the Cup Final, 
McDavid still finished as the league leader in playoff points. He’ll remain 
the NHL’s highest-paid player in terms of cap hit for the 2022-23 season. 

July 9, 2014: Jonathan Toews and Patrick Kane sign matching eight-
year, $84-million deals 

The careers of Jonathan Toews and Patrick Kane will forever be 
intertwined – and that applies to their contract negotiations, too. The two 
set a new standard in July 2014 when they signed matching eight-year 
deals, which each carried a $10.5-million cap hit. The deals each 
counted for 15.22 per cent of Chicago’s cap.  

This wasn’t the first time this pair inked identical deals on the same day. 
Five years before the Blackhawks made them the league’s highest-paid 
players (and kept the then-pending UFAs miles away from the open 
market), Toews and Kane both signed their first big-money deals in 
December 2009 as pending RFAs still on their respective entry-level 
contracts. The deals were each for $31.5 million over five years, carrying 
$6.3-million cap hits. 

The $84-million deals in 2014 were significant not just because they gave 
the players the highest cap hits in NHL history at the time (and the first to 
wade into the double-digit AAV), they also marked the first mega deals 
since the 2013 lockout changed the way contracts are constructed. No 
longer could teams dole out massive term and circumvent the salary cap 

by significantly front-loading contracts in exchange for extra years at low 
salary on the back end of the deal. 

The Blackhawks enjoyed historic success with Toews and Kane as 
longtime franchise cornerstones. A year after locking them up long-term, 
the duo hoisted Chicago’s third Stanley Cup in six years – though, 
technically, they were still on those five-year contracts they’d signed in 
2009. Since those big-money deals officially came into effect to open the 
2015-16 season, the Blackhawks haven’t been able to add to the 
championship success. 

Now, as they enter their final season of these contracts, the biggest 
question for Toews and Kane becomes whether they’ll actually finish 
those deals still wearing Blackhawks threads. 

Fun fact: Netminder Carey Price spent just three days in the shared 
spotlight as the NHL’s highest-paid player in terms of AAV alongside 
Toews and Kane when he signed his eight-year extension with the 
Montreal Canadiens on July 2, 2017. McDavid’s deal was done July 5. 

Jan. 10, 2008: Alex Ovechkin signs 13-year, $124-million deal 

Alex Ovechkin’s 13-year deal was obviously signed before the new CBA 
was ushered in, capping maximum term on extensions at eight years. 
And yet, even with the 13-year term, the deal still gave the Washington 
Capitals’ captain the highest-ever cap hit at that time at $9,538,462 per 
year. When he signed it, that AAV accounted for 18.96 per cent of 
Washington’s salary cap. From the time it was signed all the way to its 
expiration at the end of the 2020-21 season, the deal remained the 
biggest in NHL history in terms of total value at $124 million. Considering 
what he’s meant to the franchise and all the hardware he’s brought in 
over the years – including a long-awaited Stanley Cup in the spring of 
2018, he proved more than worthy of the investment. Perhaps the 
biggest testament to that was the fact that, once he was ready for a new 
deal with Washington, they maintained the same AAV. He’ll earn a $9.5-
million AAV through 2025-26. 
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TSN.CA / Matthews quiets contract chatter; Toronto feels ‘like home' now 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Toronto Maple 
Leafs. The Leafs opened training camp on Wednesday at the Ford 
Performance Centre.  

Auston Matthews broke into a smile when the topic of his next contract 
was raised. 

"I appreciate the question, but I am not going to be entertaining this 
question all year," the 25-year-old said. "I understand why you guys want 
to talk about it but, at the same time, there is nothing that can be done." 

The reigning Hart Trophy winner has two years left on his current deal. 
He will be eligible to sign an extension next summer. And while Matthews 
isn't interested in a running dialogue about his future, the Arizona native 
did offer up some insight on how he's feeling.  

"I think I have been pretty clear that I've loved my time here," Matthews 
said. "I really love playing in the city of Toronto. I consider it home now ... 
I have grown comfortable in my own skin here. It is not easy to do that at 
times, but I just think it is such a special place to play." 

The Leafs have been laying the groundwork for a Matthews extension 
ever since he signed a five-year extension on Feb. 5, 2019.  
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"If you look at the way our contracts are structured, we have a massive 
amount of cap flexibility coming around that time when Auston, Mitch 
[Marner], William [Nylander] and John [Tavares] all expire," said general 
manager Kyle Dubas. "It is on us to build an environment where high-end 
players want to stay and be here because they know they can be 
pushed, reach their potential and have a chance to win." 

Morgan Rielly and Calle Jarnkrok are the only Toronto players under 
contract beyond the 2024-25 season.  

The Leafs haven't advanced in the playoffs since drafting Matthews first 
overall in 2016, but the relationship between the organization and the 
superstar sniper remains in good shape.  

"If he had to make that decision today, I can tell you with a fair amount of 
confidence Auston Matthews would be signing an extension," TSN 
Hockey Insider Pierre LeBrun said on SportsCentre. "It's the vibe that 
you get from talking to people around him. He's really happy being a 
Toronto Maple Leaf. But the reality is he can't make that decision today 
and he's not making that decision in a vacuum. This season matters. 
And, yes, ultimately, whether this team finally wins a playoff series will 
absolutely factor into whether Auston Matthews signs an extension next 
summer." 

For now, Matthews is just enjoying the ride in the centre of the hockey 
universe.  

"There is a lot of history here and it is a big honour to go out every night 
and wear the Maple Leaf on my chest," he said. "It's something I 
definitely don't take for granted. I really appreciate it. It has felt like home 
for a while. It is just an awesome place to play." 

Matthews focused on this season, not contract extension 

With his contract up in two years, Auston Matthews says that he's been 
clear about how much he's loved his time in Toronto and he doesn't want 
to be discussing his future with the club all season long. 

--- 

Matthews has two years left on his five-year deal. Dubas has just one.  

"We are an organization that preaches accountability," Dubas said in an 
opening statement before taking questions on Wednesday. "In my 
position, I don't view myself as any different. In fact, I think I have to be 
held the most accountable ... I have zero issue with being evaluated over 
the entire body of work here." 

Dubas and president Brendan Shanahan discussed his situation late in 
the summer. Dubas insists he didn't expect an extension to be offered.  

"I fully acknowledge we haven't gotten it done at the end of the season," 
the 36-year-old said. "I would much rather be evaluated on the full term 
anyway ... I know it is not going to be a distraction, because I won't let it 
be a distraction." 

"He is confident in himself and confident in us as players and as a team," 
said Matthews. "That is what you want from your general manager — 
that belief. Clearly, he believes in our group, our core group, and the 
players we have around us, as well as the coaching staff. It is nice to 
have that so you can go out there, play and know you have his full 
support." 

Dubas, like Matthews, said he wouldn't be taking questions about his 
contractual situation throughout the season.  

"I will tell you, from talking to other front offices, that there are a lot of 
GMs who feel they would love to have this team and this roster right now, 
that they wouldn't change a whole lot, which is a way of saying they 
believe Kyle Dubas is a pretty good GM," said LeBrun. "But, I'm telling 
you right now, there's no question: if the Leafs can't find playoff success I 
believe there will be massive changes here and I believe Kyle Dubas 
knows that." 

Dubas on contract situation with Leafs: 'I won't let it be a distraction' 

Kyle Dubas, entering the final year of his contract as Maple Leafs GM, 
addressed the media about holding himself accountable and says he has 
'zero issue with being evaluated over the entire body of work' he has put 
in over the last five years. Dubas made it clear that he would not let the 
situation become a distraction to him and his team. 

--- 

Restricted free agent Rasmus Sandin remains in Sweden.  

Dubas refused to get into the state of negotiations, but was willing to 
answer when asked about the value of training camp for a young 
defenceman like the 22-year-old Sandin.  

"This is pivotal development time," Dubas said. "I think it is very 
important. We certainly wish he was here. I do think it has massive value. 
We hope that he is here as soon as possible." 

Nylander missed camp and the first two months of the 2018-19 season 
due to a contract stalemate. He trains with Sandin in the summer and 
was asked if he offered any advice.  

"I said, 'You just do what you got to do.' He's got to be happy with his 
situation," Nylander said. "It's obviously a hard and weird position to be 
in. Like, everybody's getting going and all you want to do is be here. I 
know he feels the same way." 

The start of training camp can be a pressure point in negotiations.  

"You're kind of sitting there and you want to be there badly and want to 
try and figure something out," recalled Marner, who signed a new 
contract a couple days into training camp in 2019. "These are the days 
where usually it's a lot of phone calls back and forth." 

Negotiations between the Leafs and Timothy Liljegren, another young 
defenceman, went more smoothy and yielded a two-year, $2.8-million 
deal early in the off-season.  

"There's no question in my mind that the Leafs would've liked Sandin to 
sign a similar deal to what Timothy Liljegren signed," said LeBrun. "I think 
the response from [agent] Lewis Gross and the Sandin camp was a 
pretty flat no. Right now, they're sticking to their guns and we'll see where 
it goes." 

'We know he wants to be here': Nylander, Marner on missing Sandin to 
start camp 

With restricted free agent defenceman Rasmus Sandin still without a 
contract heading into the Maple Leafs' training camp, Mitch Marner and 
William Nylander reminisce on the similar situation that the went through 
in years past. 

--- 

Liljegren will be sidelined to start the season after undergoing hernia 
surgery on Friday.  

"He will be out a minimum of six weeks," Dubas said. "We are looking at 
an early-to-mid November projected return if everything goes well ... It is 
just a cumulative thing that happened. It wasn't an acute situation where 
it happened." 

The injury leaves Toronto with one righty incumbent, Justin Holl, on 
defence. Mark Giordano has considered the possibility of playing his off 
side.  

"I've played a lot on the left in my career, but obviously we have to be, as 
players, open to playing either side with the way our team looks," the 
veteran said. "There's big benefits in the offensive zone, for sure, playing 
on your off side. When you drag the puck to the middle you're in a better 
shooting position. It's just little adjustments defensively, which shouldn't 
be too hard for guys. I've seen a lot of guys do it ... Righties or lefties 
should be able to handle the other side and get used to it." 

Even without Sandin and Liljegren to start camp, Sheldon Keefe isn't 
worried about the defensive depth.  
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"We added both [Jordie] Benn and [Victor] Mete as two guys we felt very 
strongly could play in the NHL if needed," the coach pointed out. "Early 
on here, it is showing that those were valuable adds for us." 

Keefe believes Carl Dahlstrom, who played three games with the Leafs 
last season, is another viable option along with Mac Hollowell.  

---  

The Leafs are also dealing with an injury up front as Pierre Engvall hurt 
his foot and ankle while training in Sweden.  

"He will be re-evaluated the week of Oct. 3," Dubas said. "We are hopeful 
Pierre will be cleared at that time and able to get into the final group of 
exhibition games, but we have to do what is best for him long-term." 

The Leafs will wrap up their pre-season schedule on Oct. 8. Toronto 
opens the regular season on Oct. 12.  

After learning about the Engvall injury, the Leafs extended a pro tryout to 
Zach Aston-Reese. Dubas also sees a lot of in-house options.  

"This is the first time going into the year where I look at our own internal 
guys," Dubas said. "If you are them today you feel you have a great 
chance, whether you are Nick Robertson — who I know gets a lot of 
bandwidth — but also the Bobby McManns, the Joey Andersons, the 
Pontus Holmbergs ... It is a great chance and opportunity for them to 
show that they can push and give it a go." 

Tavares excited by Leafs' goaltending, Robertson's development, 
expectations for team 

 

John Tavares spoke ahead of Maple Leafs training camp about how 
excited the team is to have Matt Murray and Ilya Samsonov between the 
pipes. The Leafs' captain also discussed the strengths of Nick Robertson 
and why he would make a good fit alongside him and William Nylander. 

--- 

Robertson made his NHL debut in the 2020 playoff bubble, but has dealt 
with a series of injuries and produced just one goal and one assist in 16 
subsequent games with the Leafs.  

"I'm confident in myself that I am that calibre of player to play on the 
Leafs and we'll see how it goes," Robertson said last week. 

The 5-foot-10 winger added strength during a summer of training beside 
brother Jason Robertson.  

"I've gotten a little thicker in the legs and the upper body," Robertson 
said. "I did better on my bike test than I've ever done before." 

Robertson started training camp last year on a line with Jason Spezza 
and Michael Amadio, who were both destined for fourth-line duty. He 
should have a more prominent position when the Leafs hit the ice for the 
first time on Thursday.  

"He is going to get an opportunity," Keefe confirmed. "He is going to play 
with good players and get an opportunity to establish himself as a player 
that can contribute on offence." 

Robertson scored 16 goals in 28 games with the Toronto Marlies last 
season.  

Keefe plans on keeping his top line of Matthews, Marner and Michael 
Bunting together, but there is an opening on the second line with Tavares 
and Nylander.  

"I look at it as a job that is available," he said. "Guys can compete for 
that. At different times, we separated John and Will. We will look to 
explore that as well and see what that looks like." 

Nylander 'not worried' about finding good fit to play alongside him and 
Tavares 

William Nylander said he's not concerned about the Leafs being able to 
find a good fit to play alongside him and John Tavares this year, and that 
he expects to develop chemistry with whoever is given the role. 

---  

Look for Toronto's new goalies – Matt Murray and Ilya Samsonov – to 
split starts in the first half of the season.  

"That is a big [thing] for us: manage the workload for both guys and have 
them motivated and challenging one another," said Keefe. "Certainly, as 
the season wears on and you start to prepare to compete in the playoffs, 
we will look for one guy to start to separate." 

Murray played just 20 games with the Ottawa Senators last season. 
Samsonov suited up in 44 with the Washington Capitals.  

"The reality is that we need to get them both up and running," said 
Dubas. "It is going to be hard if one is going to be playing all the games 
and the other is sitting. With the way the schedule is at the beginning of 
the year, it kind of makes it easy to let it roll. With that said, it is going to 
be based on merit with how they play in exhibition and how they play to 
start the year. Nothing has been promised to either and nothing will be 
given to either. They will earn it." 

Erik Kallgren opens the season as the No. 3 goalie on the depth chart. 
Joseph Woll, who also made his NHL debut with the Leafs last season, is 
still recovering from a shoulder surgery and will miss training camp.  

Murray on 'pivotal relationship' with Samsonov 

Matt Murray discusses how he feels heading into training camp, the 
pivotal relationship between himself and Ilya Samsonov, and how he 
approaches working in tandem as opposed to a starter/backup 
relationship. 

--- 

The Leafs will skate in two groups on Thursday. 
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TSN.CA / Questions about Dubas’ future sure to linger over Leafs 

 

Travis Yost 

 

There is a fascinating dynamic emerging in Toronto, where general 
manager Kyle Dubas is entering lame-duck territory. 

Speaking at Media Day on Wednesday, Dubas relayed a conversation he 
had with Maple Leafs president Brendan Shanahan during the summer. 
In short: Dubas would not be receiving an extension, with Shanahan 
opting to wait and see how the team progresses through a pivotal 
season. 

In his fifth and potentially final season as general manager, Dubas has 
an awful lot on his plate. The pressure to deliver a team that can win in 
the postseason is extraordinary, owing to his team’s perpetual playoff 
flameouts. Last season’s early exit wasn’t the worst of the team’s playoff 
failures considering the opponent, but it marked the fifth consecutive first-
round exit for the organization. It’s a blemish that won’t wash away 
without a serious Stanley Cup bid. 

At first pass, it would seem difficult not to take the position of Shanahan 
when it comes to Dubas' future – at least for now. The goal for every NHL 
franchise is to build a contender and win a Stanley Cup. If you measure 
Dubas on this mandate, it’s clear the team has failed on the latter. Such 
is life when you haven’t won a single playoff series. And to Dubas' credit, 
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he seems fine for now with the arrangement, telling Toronto media he 
was comfortable being judged at the end of this season. 

On the other hand, this is a very tricky spot for a Toronto organization 
that isn’t far removed from years (and years) of abject futility. Dubas has 
had plenty of help, but it would be remiss to not acknowledge just how 
dynamic his team has been since he took over from predecessor Lou 
Lamoriello. If Dubas gets blame for what happens in April, he should also 
get credit for what happens during the rest of the season. 

And what happens before April is compelling. Dubas’ teams have not 
only been dominant in the regular season, but they were also dominant in 
every regular season. Consider a four-year retrospective as to where 
Toronto stands relative to the rest of the league: 

During Dubas’ tenure, Toronto’s the league’s fifth-best team by a 
measure of standings performance and total goal differential, which is a 
hallmark sign of a well-built lineup. Notably, Toronto is sandwiched by the 
three teams – Tampa Bay twice, Colorado, and St. Louis – who have 
won the Stanley Cup over this timespan. 

Winning a Stanley Cup is awfully difficult, and you don’t have to ask the 
Maple Leafs how hard it is. Consider the Carolina Hurricanes, perhaps 
the most reputed organization outside of Tampa Bay and Colorado. They 
carry an impressive front office, one of the deepest lineups in the league, 
and have had nearly identical regular-season performance to that of 
Toronto. Carolina, unlike Toronto, has won a few playoff series. But what 
is that ultimately worth? Is getting swept in the 2018-19 Conference 
Finals more meaningful to front office job security than what’s happened 
in Toronto? (Carolina, for what it is worth, hasn’t won a game beyond the 
second round since the 2005-06 Stanley Cup.) 

I mentioned earlier that Toronto shouldn’t be quick to discount how 
meaningful the team’s rally back to being a respected hockey franchise 
has been. Consider what Toronto has done since the 2007-08 season, 
with particular attention to Dubas’ teams versus his predecessors: 

The Maple Leafs shouldn’t merely extend Dubas because he was the 
best general manager for the franchise in recent history – after all, low 
bars can be cleared easily. And Dubas needs to own some of the 
organizational failures under his tenure, which (along with the playoff 
losses) includes a daily tight-rope walk of the salary cap. Such 
aggressive spending, among other reasons, is why Toronto will be forced 
to dress what could be a disastrous goaltender tandem in a pivotal 2022-
23 season. 

There is a non-zero chance goaltending could sink this team this season, 
and if the season does head in that direction, it’s hard to imagine how 
Dubas gets an extension. Quite frankly, even another first-round playoff 
exit may do Dubas in for good. 

But remember, this is equal parts Dubas, equal parts Dubas’ potential 
replacement. There are plenty of bright minds in the sport, perhaps now 
more than ever. Few have had as much success as Dubas has had, and 
merely terminating an employee is not alone a solution or a path forward. 

The risk of further setbacks in a post-Dubas era is just as real as any. It’s 
a question Shanahan will be pondering all season long. 
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